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orchids, or a bare sand beach for a colony of productivity. Pe capped chickadee is a familiar and welcome sight 

endangered terns. Your gift to wildlife may help Wisconsin's nongame and endangered wildlife throughout Wisconsin. As a songbird it qualifies 

restore pine martens, barn owls and peregrine fal- _ are banking on your donation to the Endangered as one of the state’s 503 nongame animals. Now 
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JAMES KLEINHANS, Executive Director, nation’s first repository will be somewhere in 
Radioactive Waste Review Board Nevada, Texas, Mississippi, Utah or Washington 

where exploratory mineshafts are now being 
investigated as part of the final selection process. 

Nuclear power plant at The federal Department of Energy On our own doorstep, the federal Department 
Two Rivers, Wisconsin will be challenged at every turn by the of Energy (DOE) is studying the underlying gran- 
DNR photo by Dean Tvedt : 5 j 4 ite formations in Wisconsin, Minnesota and 

Wisconsin Radioactive Waste Review Upper Michigan. Other crystalline rock forma- 
Board as time ticks toward selection Of tions under study are located in the northern and 
a nuclear waste repository in 1990. southern Appalachian areas of the eastern United 

States. 
WY co might be the site of the nation’s At this point, DOE is in the “regional” stage of 

second high level nuclear waste dump. It _ its investigation. It has completed a draft of the 
is one of 17 crystalline rock states being consid- geological and environmental characteristics of 
ered. The Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 calls _ the three-state North Central Region, and a final 
for three sites to be selected for full scale geologic _ report is due in November, 1984. The next stage— 
investigations by July 1989. A second repository identifying specific “areas” within the regions—is 
will be selected from among the three in March of _ scheduled to begin in early 1985. Field work will 
1990. It has already been determined that the begin during the ‘“‘area” investigations. 

4 Wisconsin Natural Resources



Concerned that DOE will not consider the The most radioactive and dangerous, high level 
“unique features of the state and needs of the peo- _ wastes are characterized by heavy radiation which 
ple of the state” in the selection process, the Wis- decays rapidly. They may also contain quantities 
consin Legislature in 1981 created the of slow-decaying transuranic (heavier than ura- 
Radioactive Waste Review Board, which is to nium) elements. High-level wastes must be han- 
“serve as an advocate for the people of the state dled by remote control behind heavy protective 
before the federal government and to ensure a _ shielding. Whether reprocessed or not, they will 
maximum of public participation in the assess- remain dangerously radioactive for thousands of 
ment process.” years and must be isolated from the biosphere. In 

The Legislature also created two councils to addition, both spent fuel and reprocessed wastes 
provide advice to the Board, one concerned with remain not only radioactive, but thermally hot for 
policy, the other with technical matters. long periods of time. 

The Review Board is actively monitoring DOE High-level wastes are produced by nuclear 
activities, providing critical comments on DOE reactions in the fuel of both commercial and 
technical reports, formulating a public informa- defense reactors. Commercial spent fuel, now in 
tion program, and negotiating a written agree- temporary storage pools at reactors sites, totals 
ment to cover DOE activities in the state. approximately 9,000 tons, which would fill a foot- 

The Board has adopted a policy that state _ ball field about two feet deep. 
agencies should cooperate with DOE only to the As of July, 1983, there were 84 commercial 
extent required by Wisconsin’s open records law _ nuclear power reactors generating electricity in 
until the two parties have entered into a written 
agreement. 

In its efforts, the Review Board, through the inch cae : 
Technical Advisory Council, has called upon the ee Se 
best scientific and technical minds in state govern- gis oS 
ment and the university system to review and Se <5 = > amare 
comment on DOE technical documents. When = thee pa eee 
necessary, the Board stands ready to challenge in eee aS | = fe é REPROCESSING WASTES FARIS reeiia reper A 
court DOE decisions that are not deemed to be in wens 1 a 
the best interests of the people of Wisconsin. NS ae SSS lhe 

Wisconsin’s relationship with DOE has been eI ee “lac 
generally confrontational ever since DOE’s publi- s — es =a 
cation in 1978 of a draft environmental impact * Ren be SA PF 
statement. That statement included a reference to a RE. PX ga 
a supposedly-hypothetical site based on Wiscon- eee SIV COE 
sin and Minnesota environmental data. Seenrrodvan rue. NS —Wwss vA 

Conflicts between Wisconsin and DOE have SQW“ 
centered around three issues: ae ious : 

e DOE’s failure to provide the state with full 
and accurate information about its activities 
regarding Wisconsin; 

e DOE’s unwillingness to negotiate a binding 
written agreement with the state prior to carrying 

out research in Wisconsin; : ; the United States. An additional 56 reactors were High level nuclear waste 
¢ DOF'’s failure to respond satisfactorily tothe under construction with five in the planning stage. _ would be stored in a mine- 

state’s finding of major technical deficiencies in By the year 2000, the Atomic Industrial Forum _ "Ke facility 1,500 feet deep 

DOE program documents. expects about 145 commercial reactors to be gen- 
_ Given the lack of proven technology for safe erating electrical power and producing high-level 

disposal of high-level waste, the Review Board is aston 

on record as opposing construction of a regional In Wisconsin, we have four nuclear power 

or national repository in Wisconsin. Governor plants: Point Beach |, Point Beach 2, Kewaunee, 
Earl has also registered his opposition to a reposi- and Genoa. They provide more than one-quarter 
tory in Wisconsin. In April, 1983, Wisconsin vot- of Wisconsin’s electricity, and supply the residen- 
ers opposed construction of a repository by a tial, commercial and industrial needs for well over 
ccc UuLOroue nate one million persons. 

Highly radioactive wastes have been accumu- The federal government has determined that 
lating since the beginning of the nuclear age more geological disposal of high-level nuclear waste as 
than 30 years ago. Most of these require special spent fuel or solidified waste for reprocessing will 
handling to avoid the health hazards associated pest isolate these contaminants from the environ- 
with radiation. Nuclear wastes are divided into ment. Itis hoped they will then pose no significant 
four categories: threat to public health and safety. Whether there 

« High-level; will ever be any commercial reprocessing is uncer- 
e Low-level; tain at this time. Military wastes are being 
eTransuranic, reprocessed, and may be disposed of in the same 
¢ Uranium mill tailings. repositories as civilian wastes, pending a presiden- 

tial decision. 
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DOE points out that in at least 15 countries, ~~ 32 IS S rae | 4 PEC ek Ey 
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lation where suitable sites can be found. Studies | Ss \ r= “ FES ] <= 2 =. _ 
are now underway in several parts of the US to i . P 4 . ~~ FF =: TSS 
identify potential repository sites in the various /™ Sey LSS : ® 3 — = te F ne fm , 
rock types. They include salt domes in Louisiana ==> YY aS = ee es Oy . WER 
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The nuclear repository (compacted volcanic ash) at DOE’s test site in during the estimated eight-years of construction | of engineered barriers. As each Storage zone is _ the inhabitants would be less than one percent of 
might cover 12,000 acres. It southern Nevada; and granite and other crystal- for temporary buildings, parking, material stor- filled, the holes, tunnels and shafts will be back- the dose due to natural background radiation. wea ines a ate line rocks in the upper Midwest and in the north- age, and a concrete batch plant. The central area filled and sealed. However, provisions are being —_—- Furthermore, DOE stresses that there is no url eele Ssurtodnded ty ern and southern Appalachian areas. will be surrounded by a 2,000 acre inner con- made to provide for retrieval of the waste canis- risk of self-sustaining nuclear reaction in a ship- 
area, equivalent in size Any type of rock formation considered for a trolled area, equivalent in dimensions to the ters for up to 50 years following the start of canis- _ ping cask. The spacing of the nuclear waste within 
above ground to the repository must be large and stable, and must not underground working repository. Both surface ter emplacement Following closure, DOE each cask would make it impossible to bring 
Ee ee aa allow nuclear wastes to be released through flow- and subsurface activities in these areas will be intends to take all “reasonable means” to alert enough radioactive material together to initiate a 
installations wourd be nec. #2 groundwater or other geologic processes. restricted. Beyond these will be an outer con- future generations to the locations and signifi- chain reaction, they say. 
eeeriiniaccnion Onn Rock characteristics examined in selecting a site trolled area, possibly another 10,000 acres. cance of repositories. Methods being considered However, many experts are concerned about 
nuclear waste handling include natural moisture content, strength, heat Surface structures will consist of railroad include surface symbols such as architectural the potential consequences of transportation accl- 

facility. capacity and conductivity, permeability, porosity unloading sites, administrative buildings, ware- eS ee sane in Buble libraries eee or cue ee chum in 
and solubility. houses, water and sewage treatment plants, an and computerized information centers. ‘ release OF radiation. ue the probability of an 

Regardless of the rock type selected, DOE says excavated rock storage area, and the principal Each repository is planned to have a capacity _ accident is extremely low, the consequences could 
the geologic repository system will include acom- structure, a waste-handling building. This will of a. metric cue waste. foe i be ea high, causing ae of en 
bination of natural and man-made (engineered) contain the facilities and equipment to handle ether or not Wisconsin is ultimately chosen _ cancer fatalities and requiring hundreds of mil- 
barriers to any unexpected release of nuclear solidified high-level waste or spent fuel. Canisters for the second repository, it’s expected that a sub- _ lions of dollars in cleanup costs. The Board is also 
waste. This concerns the Wisconsin Review Board _ of high-level waste will be unloaded from ship- ‘ stantial amount of nuclear waste will be trans- concerned about the preparation of Wisconsin 
because DOE may find it expeditious to rely on _ ping casks and transferred to a shielded cell. They ported over the state’s highways and railways hospitals to handle victims of radiation 
engineered barriers in the absence of desirable will be inspected for integrity and then lowered once repositories are in operation. And safe trans- contamination. al 
geologic formations. through a waste shaft to the emplacement level portation is also one of the vital concerns of the In addition there are many legal uncertainties 

A DOE publication, What Will a Nuclear where they will be moved to their final location in ' Review Board. : about who (the Federal government? the utili- 
Waste Repository Look Like? indicates that the an underground tunnel by a shielded transport As one would expect, DOE says high-level _ ties?) would be liable for damages in the event of 
storage site will resemble a large underground vehicle. The canisters will then be loaded into radioactive waste can be safely transported to a an accident. Edi 
mine. It will consist of a nuclear waste handling _ holes drilled in the floor or wall of the emplace- disposal site. The federal agency says studies show DOE's plans may be convincing, but the review 
facility at the surface and excavated tunnels con- ment tunnel. that any radiation exposure to the general popula- board is wary. DOE intends to use unproven tech- 
structed about 1,500 feet below the surface. Separate shafts with elevators will handle per- tion from routine operations of vehicles carrying nology! The review board, therefore, intends to 

On the surface, a central area of about 400 sonnel, equipment and nuclear waste canisters. shielded casks of high-level nuclear waste would __use all the tools at its disposal to challenge DOE 
acres will contain buildings and other facilities for Other shafts will provide ventilation. be “insignificant.” DOE says that if 1,000 casks assumptions in all stages of the selection process. 
use during the expected 25 to 30-year operating In addition to geologic barriers that surround carrying nuclear waste went by the same house The concerns of Wisconsin citizens will be heard. 
eriod. An additional 50 acres may be required the repository, DOE intends to use various types every year, the increase in radiation exposure to You can count on that! ® Pp y q Pp y YP 
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If you want a lot of birds at your NOR 

feeder, pay attention to the seed. A Niger thistle seed 

[ is early morning. A cardinal lands on the which seeds birds liked. Many seeds were just 
ground under the bird feeder and indulges in added to the mix in hopes they'd be eaten. 

the sunflower seeds scattered there for him. Soon So the bird seed buyer must beware! 
a host of redpolls, chickadees and purple finches George Harrison in his book ‘‘The Backyard 
swoop into the feeder above, all vying for a posi- _ Birdwatcher,” points out that milo, wheat and 
tion, some chirping as they try to select a favorite _ oats are among the least preferred seeds, yet, 41% 
seed among the flutter of feathers. of commercial mixes consist of these grains. With 

Nature in the backyard, right in town! so much filler added, these poor commercial 
Bird feeding that attracts so many species mixes just don’t attract many different species. 

though is not accomplished by simply putting out Using them, it’s virtually impossible to develop a 
any old bird seed. It takes a little study and plan- specialized feeding program for favorite birds. 
ning, plus some knowledge of the species that “You can feed birds virtually any mix. If you 
inhabit your area. And you have to be willing to buy the economy mix there will be waste. If suc- 
pay the price. Bird lovers support quite an cess is number one in your book, meaning the 
industry! number and kinds of birds, the economy size 

Americans spend $300 million per year on bird — won’t work. Everything in the more expensive 
feeders, photographic equipment and bird baths, _ kind is edible. What and how you buy will depend 
and $170 million annually on bird seed. But a lot — on a number of factors such as bird feeding goals, 
of that bird seed money is nearly wasted. Almost cost and availability,” comments Craven. 

half of it! However, not all birds eat the same type of 
Scott Craven, Extension Wildlife Specialist at foods and some make specific changes during cer- 

UW-Madison, puts it this way: “Many of the tain times of the year, for example when raising 
seeds commonly found in inexpensive commercial young. So, when starting a feeding program or 
mixes such as wheat, milo, peanut hearts, hulled revising a current one, remember that eating 
oats and rice are relatively unattractive to most behavior falls into three different groups. 
birds. These commercial mixes may be cheaper Carnivors favor meat, herbivors like seeds and 
but you will attract as many or more birds with fruits and omnivores eat both. 
“preferred seeds.” In general, most birds are omnivores, changing 

“This does not mean that unattractive seeds what they eat according to food availability and 
will not be eaten, but preferred seeds will be eaten _ weather. “Backyard birders must capitalize on the 
first and tend to attract birds that may not other- __bird’s food preferences and natural foraging,” 
wise visit a feeder.” according to Banquet for Birds, a pamphlet pub- 

Inexpensive seeds, or filler, bring down the cost _ lished by the Madison Audubon Society. 
per pound which is one reason they are added to When purchasing bird seed, ‘there are four 
commercial mixes. It’s also a fact that, until varieties to look for: sunflower, cracked corn and 
recently, many seed producers didn’t even know white and red proso. White proso is more popular 
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stripped sunflower seeds are also excellent food, 
( N but given a choice, most birds take the small black 

a fi 5 ones. All sunflower seeds have high caloric value. 
Sige,’ ass About 70% of the weight of an oil-type seed is 

Sy SH CF F a 2 kernel compared to 57% for the traditional types. 
AO | vaN. wed Although not as well known as the striped sun- 
ST \ Re a flower seeds, the black seeds are as readily avail- 

029g, 4a, RE Sy /' \ REA able and sell for about the same price.” 

J peek. re “ N YS NAY, . A variety of seeds at the feeder brings a variety 
ae pay, PRPY “PZ ) Sie iY of species. Says Luetkins, “Once you see what you 

seeaent Nie: eg? ~ Ww ote WX » can attract, you can branch off to different seeds 
ges Pe oe © = GN to get specific birds.” 

Si Ree aid Cracked corn is favored by more birds than 

Su x ee eR Striped sunflower any other seed. Especially attracted to it are 
een ees Le pheasants, quail and mourning doves. Birds like 
ree £43 eT eL. fine cracked corn, or chick corn better than the 
Qs aR re, course kind. 
Oyler oe Git SY Another popular seed is niger, a relative of the 
+ 28 as eee? sunflower grown in Asia and Africa. This small 
Rae eat black seed is extremely popular with finches. Pine 
FDS siskins and redpolls like it as well. However, niger 

is relatively expensive and really should be used 
ite pt 80) jniliet with a special feeder. 

than red,” explains Carol Luetkins, executive sec- Because of its high cost, several feed companies 
retary for Madison Audubon. The two best are bag a product called “finch mix” which is made 
white proso millet for birds that like small seeds up of niger and other seeds. It does not attract as 
and black oil-type sunflower seeds for birds that many birds as straight niger. 

like larger seeds. Sunflower fines, peanut butter and suet can 
Low cost white proso is a tiny annual cereal broaden your feeding program, are relatively 

grain which mainly attracts ground feeders like inexpensive and usually very easy to find. 

Juncos and many species of sparrows. Sunflower fines are finely ground, hulled sun- 

Sunflower comes in two varieties: the large flower seeds. Small birds such as goldfinches, 
gray striped seed and the small, black oil-type. which have difficulty cracking sunflower hulls 
Says Craven, “Overall, small black oil-type sun- find this particularly attractive. 

flower seeds give the most for your bird feeding Woodpeckers of course like suet. It works best 
dollar. The larger, more familiar gray or black- when melted and mixed with dry foods such as 

oatmeal, cracked corn or hulled sunflower ker- 
nels. Beef suet is most popular. 

y 4 Table scraps, bread crumbs and bakery prod- 
ucts are good supplements, but often attract birds 
such as house sparrows, grackles and starlings, 
which are aggressive and may keep other species 
away. Water and grit are important adjuncts to 
good seed. Birds use water to drink and bathe. 
Providing it often saves a long flight to a natural 
water source. Birds need grit to help digest their 

sy food. It shouldn’t be mixed with seed but rather 
set out separately. 

Places to look for good seed are your local 
Oil-type sunflower Audubon chapter, nature center or outdoor 

2 g > sports club. Often these organizations sell seed as 

Q f a a ; a fund-raising activity. Madison Audubon for 
Ca er example, has a big sale each fall featuring all the 

r pM t* aa Fa! preferred seeds as well as bird feeders, baths and 

eee? RS i Sa bird information. 
4 Ree im) Ry ey & Some pet stores sell the preferred seeds but 
Pe Te Co BS Ea variety may be limited and the mixes might con- 

Y Rare iy won AE. ood tain filler. 
i hs dle. Sree 2 Establishing a successful bird feeding program 

a ea eg ey takes time, patience and money. But gazing out 
> eM Rte > the window on a frosty winter’s day to see your 

KI” SOS first redpoll at dinner, or watching a chickadee 

Commercial mix i Pee wing into the feeder to nibble a sunflower seed 
makes it all worthwhile. Just remember, in winter 

: don’t stop feeding. The birds need you as much as 
Seed photos by Scott Craven you need them. 2 
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An unprotected bank at an 

apartment construction site 

is guaranteed to cause 

erosion problems. 

SUSAN BERGQUIST, MARITA ROHERTY and N onpoint source pollution is often regarded 
ANNE WEINBERG, Bureau of Water Resources as a rural problem since runoff from 
Management improperly managed barnyards, feedlots, 

croplands and woodlots carries sediment, animal 
wastes and other pollutants into streams and 
lakes. However, two frequently overlooked 

Erosion and stormwater runoff from sources of nonpoint pollution are construction 
construction in urban areas cause aa eee peas cee 

ana which are characteristic of urban and developing more siltation than any other land use. beans 
While the state cannot force SG Construction sites are often stripped of all nat- 
ties to correct this, many are passing ural vegetation, exposing soil to the full brunt of 
ordinances on their own to protect rain and snowmelt which rapidly and extensively 
local lakes and streams. erodes the soil. Construction sites may have 

extremely high erosion rates—between 30 and 200 
tons of soil per acre per year. This is 10 to 20 times 
that of croplands. Even a small amount of con- 
struction may have a significant negative impact 
on local water bodies. Sediment from construc- 
tion sites may reduce water quality for municipal, 
industrial, recreational and wildlife uses; fill in 
lakes and streams; and physically damage or kill 
aquatic organisms. 
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v in Urban Areas, written by the Soil Conservation 
o- f Service. In other cases, a checklist of minimum 
= measures will be provided. 
ee >> The traditional approach to stormwater man- 

GEE ae agement has stressed removing water from the site 
= | | ie een > __ as quickly as possible. However, this approach 

ae Ut ([e ae ee tends to aggravate flooding and erosion down- 
a : ee stream. Nowadays the goal after construction is 
ae wa es me peak runoff rates no greater than those which 
ee BE ee, a mem existed when the land was undeveloped. This is 
a | accomplished by trying to retain rainfall to 

= | e — increase infiltration, and by detaining stormwater 
oy eg ae S to reduce the amount and as of runoff. ok 

fg eee - stormwater management and erosion controls are oe 
best planned before a site is developed. _ 

eee ee we This preventive approach has economic advan- 
ger ee Se oe Ge ee eee ee tages. Even in urban settings, topsoil is a valuable 

pee ee ee : commodity. Problems such as sediment-clogged 
i ee a foe culverts and storm sewer inlets, sediment-laden 

SC A ee BPR ae ee water bodies and eroded streams are more expen- 
Bee: : ae Soe eres sive to remedy than to prevent. This is especially 
Re OE re true as the extent of urbanization increases. Then 

ihe ie oe a ey traditional methods of stormwater removal may 
Sperone rg require very expensive replacement of storm sew- 

ers to accommodate increased flows. 
Graveled driveway at a new Of equal, if not greater, significance than ero- Erosion control and stormwater management 
construction site is good sion and sedimentation is the increased volume of can be carried out voluntarily or through enact- 

pracice: stormwater runoff caused by urbanization. The ment of rules. Currently there are no statewide 
amount rises steadily as paved surfaces such as __ regulations. However, DNR and regional plan- 
roads, sidewalks and rooftops reduce infiltration ning agencies actively encourage local govern- 
into the ground. This increased runoff may also. ments to voluntarily adopt ordinances that 
carry larger quantities of pollutants such as sus- control construction erosion and manage 
pended sediment, nutrients, and toxic chemicals stormwater. Model ordinances, informational 
and may increase streambank erosion and down- materials, and help with ordinance language as 
stream flooding. well as supporting testimony and help with imple- 

Control measures can avoid these problems. mentation procedures are all available. 
The goal is to prevent erosion during and after Sometimes an existing ordinance can be 
construction from exceeding that which would amended to address erosion and stormwater; in 
have occurred if the land had been left in its undis- other cases an entirely separate, comprehensive 
turbed state. In practice it is usually impossible to ordinance must be written expressly to address 
make this comparison. Therefore, standards are the problem. Existing regulations which can be 

alge evs ole set by specifying certain practices which must be amended include subdivision ordinances, zoning 
earns apes end used. A developer may be asked to follow a par- ordinances, shoreland zoning ordinances and 

streams. ticular technical guide such as Minimizing Erosion building codes. 
The state subdivision platting law imposes 

minimum requirements for the division of land, 
VES L—SSsSSSSss x mostly related to surveying standards. However, 
ae —= > local governments may adopt a local subdivision 

————— = = ordinance which includes more restrictive provi- 
————————————— | | —ox sions, including measures to control erosion and Ee = SSS F a ee including Jackson, Rock 

————— ygan, have recently amended their 
iy =) >> = county subdivision ordinances to include con- 

| SI Ee SSS Ee struction runoff and erosion control requirements 
aS ee CE ee : for subdivision plats. 
= ec : i ee ee Although shoreland zoning ordinances are 
Se ae = eo kes ieee required in all-counties, amending them for man- 
pe oe a [es 2 eee ee agement of stormwater and erosion would pro- 
BEG oe ee Se tee ae ig eee aa vide very limited control. They apply only to 
pee = eae Soe hee Pea et construction within 300 feet of rivers and 1,000 
Coe Se See Gigs ~ eee fect of lakes in unincorporated areas. 
Tite ie ete ee Sane Sea Since zoning ordinances define areas of specific 
een ee RE See eR OSS as # uses, amendments can be enacted for a variety of 
ee NaS ee a Sa = construction site and stormwater controls. For 

——N-T EE WCE?e=“Xnmple, Green Bay zoning ordinances now con- 
Be ee dis 5 ae tain clauses controlling stormwater detention. 
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State law also allows local governments to Be NS aie 
amend building codes to include runoff and ero- So ae a sat ee 
sion controls. One advantage of using building at Se. sees a pers pS: 
codes is ease of enforcement through the issuance Pan ae ee ie ° ee 
of building permits and building inspections. This SS a See i ep PS 
approach is especially useful as a supplement to cx eee Be Ego a sh 
subdivision ordinance amendments because it can se ee es ee 
include projects for which a subdivision plat is not eee Sa ee ae eo ee 
required, such as single-family home fae! eee ees ee S pes 
construction. ope ete eee sal | ae 

Freestanding, specific ordinances controlling Se ie ee ed Bo eae Ne 
erosion and runoff can be enacted by cities and Dea a ap a ad 
villages, but not by counties or towns. While ee id a ae pe 
enacting a new ordinance may be more difficult See | Se Se EE Ss 
than amending an existing one, free standing ordi- ‘ Mi i a Pe ae N 
nances are more visible and are detailed for a spe- gi ad See : ) rN a! 6 

cific purpose. Several communities around the e m Bos F Se ! =. = Ss ps 
state, ranging in size from the City of Madison et RE ee eS 
(population 170,616) to the Village of Ephraim Se) mee itis ied Zz =, 
(population 319) in Door County, have recently oe = Y leer See - \. ey 
adopted comprehensive ordinances. All are based 2 Se ty | Lae: — ae pe a ji y: se 
on a model ordinance developed by the Dane Soo CO Eg | ies F 
County Regional Planning Commission and ae OE ee SS ies 
designed to prevent construction erosion and 
minimize stormwater runoff. trolling erosion. Urban stormwater management _ Technicians survey sedi- 

Madison residents were concerned about the plans are also required if the construction area is Men! deposit in the Kin- 
many adverse effects of sediment entering the greater than three acres. These plans must be Are ete 
city’s valuable lakes. For example, it was esti- approved prior to issuing a land disturbing per- passed a comprehensive 

mated that 25 to 30% of the sediment entering mit. Once a permit is issued, sites are inspected by ordinance to control 
Lake Mendota from the Sixmile-Pheasant Branch city staff to ensure control practices are fosion 
Watershed on the lake’s west side comes from implemented. : 

construction sites. Half of that amount originates The ordinance was developed by the Madison 
within city limits. River Falls recently adopted a Commission on the Environment and was 
similar comprehensive ordinance. There, city offi- debated for over three years. Primary opponents 
cials became concerned when construction of uni- were building contractors and developers who 
versity buildings and subdivisions increased were concerned with the added construction costs 
runoff dramatically, which in turn eroded a and regulations. However, in the end, the City 
drainageway and carried large quantities of sedi-. Council adopted the ordinance, encouraged by 
ment into the Kinnickinnic River, a Class One the Department of Natural Resources, the Dane 
trout stream. Since the city will spend an esti- County Regional Planning Commission, city 
mated $250,000 to stabilize the situation, city offi- staff, environmental groups and a number of 
cials sought an ordinance that would prevent committed Madison residents. Criticism by devel- 
similar future problems and expenditures. opers and even some building inspectors has been 

Under the Madison ordinance, builders are _ rife. One said, “It stinks!” And then called it “An 
now required to install specific erosion control ordinance passed by dreamers.” A third com- 
and stormwater management practices for certain mented that after 100 years of construction in 
types of “land disturbing activities.” Specifically, | Madison, Lake Mendota had not filled in. 
erosion controls are required for land distur- Do ordinances really make a difference? The 
bances of more than 4,000 square feet. Of particu- key, of course, is enforcement. 
lar importance is the requirement of erosion In Madison, city engineer Bob Schoenbeck 
control practices for the construction of single says that since the ordinance passed a year ago 
family homes since even a small amount of con- _ there have been 91 permit applications, most of 
struction with extremely high erosion rates can which fall into the less-than-one acre category. 
cause significant problems. For small land distur- | Schoenbeck says no major problems have been 
bances that cover anywhere from 4,000 square noted either with these or with the larger projects 
feet to one acre, a simple checklist of basic erosion _ requiring a plan. However, he cautions that “It’s a 
control practices must be followed. These include _ little early to judge the success of the ordinance. A 
using hay bales to filter runoff, applying gravel to year from now we'll know if it really works.” 
driveways during construction to minimize track- Discussions with Madison developers, contrac- 
ing of mud, seeding and mulching disturbed tors and building inspectors reveal a different per- 
areas, protecting dirt stockpiles to preventerosion spective. There has been no change in their pre- 
and street cleaning. Erosion from land distur- passage hostility to the construction erosion ordi- 
bances such as gardening, small home additions nance. Some think site erosion controls are 
and agricultural land use is not regulated. When _ needed but believe the new ordinance goes too far 
projects will disturb more than one acre, the con- _and that the old (minimal) laws were adequate. 
tractor or developer must submit a plan for con- John Kassner, builder and attorney for build- 
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ings are being used to generate support for this 
e perspective. 

" i a Both Bakken and builder Terry Monson raised 
id Oe a Vion, Ta Mie the issue of regulating urban areas while problems 

cella : in adjacent rural and agricultural areas go 
a unchecked. Monson feels “urban areas are penal- 

Si ek tel ee ized;” Bakken says this is a common issue at 
; VN Ry tare a meetings with builders and inspection staff. 

is at ya hin A Similar to Madison, the City of River Falls has 
at ‘ag’ seen only single-family home construction rather 

ee a than larger commercial projects in the past year. 
i all en : ae City engineer Dave Sonnenberg reports that the 

* ee Bo ordinance checklist “is working well and seems to 
See ge ee eee ee ; be generally accepted. The most noticeable 

; i ; ng rp Oe EE De te ee improvement has been prevention of soil tracking 
7 Bi Nay aR rt SY ae pe s ‘ fae ‘ i Pee ok eile a ee Ae onto city streets. Ordinance provisions governing 

Pri: j Ry 8 ellig. P55 ee Fete tgs ee, larger projects probably won’t be tested until next 

eh Re ge ee HON ce F ; i i i erg Na sa Middleton’s free standing ordinance has been 
Sree. ~ le ae in place longer than almost any other (four years). 

a Wh ne Nae Pa However, until recently, enforcement occurred 
Uae one » eZee ; only on large projects. During the past year city 

sie engineer John Lichtenfeld has worked closely 
Many builders oppose ing associations, believes builders should be with builders to achieve compliance at all single- 
Madison's comprehensive allowed to decide what is needed for each building family home construction sites. “Cooperation is 
Se Bee eves site, then if problems arise fines should be levied. _ stressed,”” he states, “‘but in a few cases several 
eae ies eal ' He feels builders would install controls to avoid stop-work orders had to be issued before all 

working. Here straw bales being fined. required measures were installed.” 
help check erosion at a William Bakken, unit director for building Cliff Lawton, who serves as zoning administra- 
local construction site inspection in Madison, emphasized the city’s tor and building inspector in Middleton, feels the 

intention to enforce erosion controls for every ordinance has been a success. He has been able to 
project. Noting that some inspectors are negative achieve desired environmental controls while 
about the ordinance, he said differences in opin- meeting contractors’ needs by working with them 
ion are an example of some of the obstacles which _ to solve problems and build trust and support. He 
must be overcome to enforce the new erosion says it hasn’t been easy, and there have been 

This graph shows the sus- — ordinance. Inspectors, Bakken said, are accus- problems with a few contractors and 
pended sedi enue saior tomed to solving problems, rather than prevent- unsupervised subcontractors who haven’t taken 
various activities. Cities . : 5 = a 
Peee iii Seii aeeeer ae ing them. Inspectors need to expand the scope of the ordinance seriously. Middleton: achieves 
tory runoff controls in rural _ their awareness to include the entire construction greater control over builders by issuing a 

areas. site as well as the structure. Ongoing staff meet-  “‘starter’’ permit but withholding the actual build- 
: ing permit until erosion controls are in place. 

Lawton says that having the ordinance “is a con- 
tinuing educational process for both inspector 

SUSPENDED SEDIMENT LOAD SeseRenL and contractor but it works.” 
(POUNDS/ACRE/YEAR) Officials in Rock, Sheboygan and Jackson 

8800 ~— counties report that there really has been no 
opportunity to test their ordinances, as there have 
been no new subdivisions in those areas in the 

6600 past year. 
Agricultural Land + soe + . 

in Row Crops without At the present time, participation in all 
Management Practices nonpoint source pollution control programs is 

4400 . 
os voluntary. The state provides cost share funds 

: and administrative, technical and educational 
Medium Density assistance to several projects in selected water- 

ie ee Residential Highway oe sheds in both rural and urban areas. While the 
ininow Crapelwith — | EC control of nonpoint sources in rural areas 

Management Practices. [pr oe depends mostly on the participation of individual 
Agricultural Land 4] landowners, the control of construction site ero- 
in Rotation Crops Se sion and urban stormwater will depend on the 

Low Density —S . cooperation of counties, cities and other local 
Residential [TT Sm ol ak le municipalities. Stormwater, in particular, is best 
a a 4 a “i Ss managed on a watershed basis. Activities 

a Es SEs upstream influence events downstream and politi- 
cal boundaries rarely coincide with watershed 

LAND USE boundaries. Therefore, cooperation between units 
of government is essential. @ 
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GEORGE HARTMAN, retired DNR deer specialist 

Deep snow, cold and too many deer 

can kill. 

A: like a sleeping dog, the deer lies on its over its back I can feel the boney thinness of This fawn awaits death 
side, neck outstretched, as | approach. The severe malnutrition. After cutting through the _ from starvation. 

night’s inch of fluffy snow over the 20 crusted thin ham with my hand axe I break the femur. 
inches already on the ground, makes my __ Instead of solid white fatty marrow, I find it to be 
approach a silent one. Silence, however, is unnec- thin, red and jelly-like, a condition which con- 
essary. The deer, a fawn, is dead. firms starvation. 

The ratty look of its face indicates starvation. In spite of the near zero temperature the 
The heavy winter coat softens the deer’s body animal is only partially frozen. Death came only a 
contours, but even by running by mittened hand few hours earlier. Opening the body cavity and 
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t i ent | ] iP} : y Pe) cutting the paunch, I find that the fawn’s last meal 

ie y NE Al AA SO 4 \F consisted of stems of tag alder, hazel, and a few thd - h \ a t AAY A) ie Yi 4 : «all stufh 5 
j Mi \\ : LALA \ Berd hl & My _ ted pine needles, all stuffer foods. 
+ | Ta} \j iY ie wae: yf Lt Pr ay I write up my field notes. As I am about to 
i \ baa / \ | ax | 1} -” fe leave I see the fawn’s footprints in the snow fluff. 

h \ my x Ns Wy PX 5 | Ae ’ \ Backtracking the prints only a hundred feet or so, 
iy OGM i ms i) RO | 2.38 I find several places where the fawn had fallen. 
HYME Ay i Ta RAN TSS Pa fe : Here it browsed on a badly chewed small red pine, ? 

Pa \ h ¥ | Reh AK s aN t Son are neal 2 ; Ae it fed f “S ‘ ya iW Mi, Me | — “ | there on hazel, and down in the swamp edge it fe 
a = NY SN y JAN A\ z SS ae, < quite extensively on tag alder. I look for better 

A YA \) BX RAIS | / = 4 deer food species: red maple, jackpine, aspen and 
Ua? BS SM a ey Dani fi) ‘ ee 

KS WO : 4] Ni AY Rae j Ny) agi cherry. They are here but mostly in sizes above 
: NSS FC ra ea Pee. { ‘ browse height. I observe the lower branches of 

N Y) 4. fees 2 A # 
} Sy . ry i y paaee Kev) _ these trees. Even those of the starvation species 
Hh AX Ne V7] awe oY \ \ 4 show a heavy browseline to a height deer can 
nt XY ‘ay a \ en reach. The finger-thick aspen stubs show that 
¥ \ 1 \S cy | bs é \ 2 \ their diets this winter consisted more of wood 
e Sy ~ “8 4 H Vii ao " af than of nutritious barks and buds. The best cen- 
Ihe = BY } ee ~ 7 ~s tral Wisconsin winter deer foods — wintergreen, 

} x Teun x . \ a 4 SSN ‘ swamp dewberry, cranberry, blueberry and a 
aanecuert el ence aise? ; 1 number of other ground cover plants — have long 
yard shows animals tried to been sealed under the crusted snow. A few futile 
eat thumb-sized vegetation pawings show at the base of larger trees where 
See Se Tae adult deer tried but failed to get at the ground 

cover plants. Tracks of a larger deer join the fawn 
a , : a Wome in the tag alder. Scuff and fall marks and a gob of 
ai We Be hit F ‘ : deer hair show where it knocked the fawn down. 

Y er eee TER baton No mercy here. 

; A ; ; I return to the carcass and sit down on a nearby 
at ta ey ie: Tim 4 Parma Cet fallen tree to rest and think. This is my first 

i cat 4 fat i mp : starved deer find of the season. I will find more, as 
t Ned mh Ts it is only mid-February. March is the bad month, 

Oy Paty Seaees §=and deer can be lost in April too. Even after the 
ae ih faa legge , | me snow is gone some of the hardpressed animals will 

: < ag a sy “eee dic. They are just too far gone to recover. 
‘ Be got ey ty, \ Wo I review the factors that are involved, and of 

me. he oe 4 ‘~ \ NM course search for a solution. Basic problems are 
A % a) i a too many deer and the long harsh winter. High 

A a / uM deer populations are the result of favorable win- 
, 5 peer ters and human effort such as eliminating \ sad ee 3 

ie | 1 Airy ps y predators, establishing refuges, holding conserva- 
ia ny 7 Tr ae / tive deer seasons, logging and burning of mature 

a Sir. : me \ \ Him) forests, creating forest openings and introducing 
ivf hy bis = ee wee =farm crops. 

} H wi % it ( 
ra a ub i Bal ee Penn I look at the dead fawn. For a moment I visual- 
a Whe PY boi a i Pies ay ghoul A ah pen ie! 4H ize it as a beautiful summer spotted fawn — and 
ae ae wa Pa ere 8 Lo ae A isa” then as it was in its gray October coat. I think of 

AOR gett Se PA ie ey Rie ”% the November hunting season when we shoot deer 
i ~ a a iN ges CE by the thousands. Then, most, but not all of the 

Ne a iad ONG ne emt mi) ieee ee oh deer die quickly. True, there are crippling losses, 
apie Seay aia Hd ae vee ae *<, and that too makes me sad. I ponder a bit about 

sduakins TE ANAS seen ween, ie ae bee a * more humane solutions than hunting, but can 
SW Me I Ns erate a iia Tes ee ee A : : 

sak Gem Ca eee a Sie nS Be >. find none. It is hard to accept the idea that all liv- : 
See era Be iE ei ec bey. A ¢ ae sere AS! ing creatures must die. I readjust my snowshoe 
& Canes Fae asa ees bie a |) De te FY bindings, and as I hike to the car I find some sol- Gee irmmeencl ne See Rees 1) Bs BRE IE cc | e S i ee Rig oe, SARS See) ee ee Pate : ace in the knowledge that most of our bullet-killed 
‘ARES ang ee SS Ee een ty DE ei / deer die quickly. Deer hunting is a better alterna- 

oda HED oe es seeeeeeies” tive than starvation any day. a 
WV am dey at” Son gl MMe Lees Be ee 

ce) es Me Bs Bee See © 
i ic MM Ripe SG : ; 

Se | : te Mate ye gta : From the 1983 Wisconsin Deer Hunting Special. 

GMS CeR) oe ete iy esc ee: 

Dee OR Lea a Meee | Sir eerste 5 ‘| se ee EN OEE EY a iy Baas <5 73 aly 
cel epee ve es an : oy Hy a, , eo eee oe Mek Attempts to rescue deer 
Leer sbeto Oy aN A aie Dy press age weakened from starvation 
Soe Dente seth ON Ns PRESTR SS Sree a 3 usually fail 
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By Jennifer Haack, Editorial Intern 2 

Acid rain — a test of the trickle down theory 
Madison — DNR research is that the trees, soils, and ground- has to percolate a relatively long way,’’ says Garrison. 

part of an environmental team water in these two watersheds distance down to the water table Garrison also says that the 
__ that is developing a mathematical have a certain amount of buffer- _ through the soil at these sites, it more groundwater that enters 

model to describe the effects of ing capacity. Because rain water may become buffered along the these lakes as opposed to surface 
acid rain. runoff or direct precipitation, the 

The team includes Dr. James ye P N less likely it is to be affected by 
Bockheim, a UW-Madison pro- e rN acid rain. 

fessor, who is looking at how the _ es \ Ze pe East Eight Mile Lake, whose 
terrestrial environment influences ai es eee = +. total water input is largely 
acid rain before it enters the ee ) me groundwater, therefore, is less 
groundwater; Dennis Wentz of wh "4 oe a! ; ed susceptible to the effects of acid 
USGS who is analyzing ground- Z m4! ade iy Re? BS a7 rain than is Round Lake. 
water; and DNR researcher Paul Based i Ras Sheen w/e pl | A However, lakes in northern 

Garrison who is studying Say a - 4 pS ad Wisconsin whose annual water 
biological, physical and chemical pee aa ae 4 pg Se input comes largely from rain 

characteristics. ee Gee oe 7g and snow are the most suscep- 
The two lakes being studied, BSA Se a tible to acid rain, because they 

Round Lake in Douglas County A ee | ea don’t have the same amount of . 
and East Eight Mile Lake in a Se eee buffering from trees, soil and 
Bayfield County, are seepage ee ee groundwater. 
lakes and have no surface water Se ee It is hoped that Wisconsin 
inflows or outflows. Only ee has time to consider alternatives 
groundwater and precipitation to the acid rain problems before 
contribute to water budgets of Groundwater recharge picks up buffering capacity that counteracts acid rain there is wholesale damage to our 
the lakes. ‘‘What we’ve found is as it seeps through soil and subsoil. more sensitive aquatic resources. 

° e 
Research and informed public 

go together Six years to reestablish food chain 

Madison — The director of 

DNR’s Bureau of Research, Kent Rice Lake — It took six whole Not only did Bear Creek lack 
Klepinger calls this issue of : years to reestablish a complete such inputs, but its substrate 
Research News the first in what 4 food chain after it was destroyed went through a ‘‘sandy’’ phase 
will be an ongoing series of ee in a rechanneled portion of Bear in which sand filled in spaces 

reports to the public detailing VS § — | Creek in Barron County accord- _ that would otherwise have been 
activities of his bureau in its Nes ing to DNR’s Water Resources occupied by organic particulates. 

efforts to find out more about 3 EA Research Unit. DNR conducted Also, the channel had no fallen 

how to protect the environment a study for the Department of trees, snags, pools, or riffles to 
and improve natural conditions P Transportation after about 850 catch and retain matter that 

for fish and wildlife. @ meters of Bear Creek was dropped into the water. 

. Klepinger said work now being relocated in 1977 to make way “The channel’s sandy, 

done by researchers in water AS for Highway 53. ‘‘The new nutrient-poor substrate prevented 

resources, fisheries and wildlife is Kent Klepinger 790-meter channel meandered insects from moving upstream. 
especially important because of through an unforested area, so Consequently, the area above the 
today’s increasing pressures on effects of industrial, agricultural | very little leaf litter fell to the channel lost species diversity as 

é the environment. and urban development,”’ said channel bottom,”’ says Water well,’’ says Narf. 

“Research can find out howto _‘ Klepinger. Resources limnologist Richard It was two years before sand 

raise natural production of fish The research chief called the Narf. This condition as well as had cleared and enough organic 
and wildlife to meet heavier work of his bureau vital to the other factors delayed recoloniza- | matter had accumulated to sup- 
demand, can determine the state’s outdoor and environmen- | tion by various species. port a partial food chain. Insects 

requirements of nongame and tal future and added that keeping -Before a food chain can be appear first. Not until 1983, six 

endangered species to prevent the public informed of research re-established, organic matter years after rechannelization, was 

their destruction, and discover activities is just as vital as the such as leaf litter and other a complete food chain in action 
ways to allay the detrimental work itself. material must collect between in the channel. 

rocks on the channel bottom. 
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Wisconsin tops in trout stream research and management 

Madison — DNR trout The technique of adding half- stand undercutting and produce legal size the following year. 

management techniques devel- logs to portions of streams defi- pools and hiding cover for large Brush bundles also collect silt, 

oped by research have doubled, cient in hiding cover produced an trout. Production of aquatic sand and organic debris. This 

even tripled the long-term abun- increase of more than 500% in food is also enhanced and trout gradually reduces their value as 

dance of trout in many streams the number of brown trout over grow faster. cover for small trout but 

according to trout research group 10 inches on the West Branch of “Brush bundles’ installed in increases their capacity to chan- > 

leader Bob Hunt. the White River. A half-mile of wide, shallow reaches of streams nelize stream flow. The long- 

Said Hunt, ‘‘DNR is now fertile trout water that was rarely are another technique research term consequence is more bends 

preeminent nationwide among fished prior to installation of developed to improve living con- in the channel, greater depth and 

natural resource agencies respon- _half-logs was transformed into a _ ditions for trout. Although the more pools. 

sible for managing trout highly attractive reach of stream functional life of such bundles is “Technological competence a 

waters.”” for angling. only a few years, studies show such as this translates into more 

According to Hunt, DNR Research found that removal positive short and long-term con- _ enjoyable trout fishing for 

research biologists have con- of dense, woody streambank sequences. In the short haul, thousands of Wisconsin anglers 

tributed both to the success of vegetation along small streams young trout are given more each year, and the assurance that 

the technical aspects of trout stabilizes eroding banks with a hiding and resting cover by the good fishing will be there to 

habitat improvement and the rich growth of grasses that with- network of interlacing branches. enjoy in the future,’’ said Hunt. 
widespread support for such Summer and winter survival He promised an ongoing effort 

management among trout + ee improves and more trout grow to _ to maintain Wisconsin leadership 

anglers. Ws ot AME Aa | in trout stream technology. 
One of the most effective Wy BE be 1 Pegs. 2 ; ee aie 

structures pioneered in Wisconsin oy Yj eae oS ae Lek Tee é is AR at le ait ir 
is the bank cover-current deflec- OH 7 Feud Weep EM NV  episahag ACY fe hg Yui, 

tor. It can remodel the channel ay Lk =< EISEN INESS 
of a trout stream and boost trout NG mh 5 fh Beer fi reefs Py alee 
populations 100 to 300%. Two ns ewes y op ph - ie art ae 
case histories based on many = ey Bia NS Noah xe ge" 
years of careful research are ACS ein Mae et \ ee” : 
those at Lawrence Creek and the ~STSRUEEN oa Wagan gieen 
Big Roche a Cri in central = regi cae 

Wisconsin. Bank cover structures can boost a stream’s long term abundance of trout by 100 to 300%. Drawing by Jim McEvoy ? 

BES Se Se ES ce ae ae cae ele ee ee ee i 

Water chemistry and cover are focus of pheasant—waterfowl study 

Baldwin — DNR Wildlife and nests,’’ said Evrard. looking not only at lake and Keeping track of water chemistry 

Water Resources Researchers Landowners in the area are marsh water chemistry but at the and water levels serves as a con- 

have started a joint 10-year study encouraged to use farm practices phytoplankton, zooplankton, trol for the wildlife research. A 
to increase waterfowl and phea- that improve nesting cover and macrophytes, and at the inverte- slight variation in oxygen levels 

sant populations in the pothole provide winter food for ducks brates waterfowl eat,’’ explains or alkalinity might explain 

region of Polk and St. Croix and pheasants. Lillie. changes in the waterfowl food 

Counties. The study will try to Wildlife researchers are also The limnological data is a web not obvious in the upland 

find ways to improve nesting experimenting with a ‘high critical part of the joint study. study. 
cover and determine which bio- intensity-low duration” grazing 
chemical features of ponds are system that could support more ——————— 

critical for healthy waterfowl wildlife as well as more cattle. In 
populations. this system, a field is sectioned Carp re emoval attracts ducks to 

The study area comprises 7000 _ off into small areas, and cattle ° 

acres of federal, state and occupy one small section for a Grand River Marsh 
privately owned land. The US short time rather than the entire 
Fish and Wildlife Service is also _area for a long time. ‘‘The cattle Montello — From 1977 to Researchers noticed that a large 
part of the project. are moved before they eat all the 1981, DNR’s Wildlife Research carp population was destroying 

“‘We’ve experimentally manip- _ grass, usually when 80 percent of | Unit studied duck breeding suc- the submerged plants ducks feed 4 

ulated the physical environment the plants remain,”’ says Evrard. cess on the Grand River Marsh on. Carp stir up bottom sedi- 

in a variety of ways to improve This way, grass can recover and in southeastern Wisconsin ments and make the water > 

grass quality,”’ said Wildlife support other wildlife before cat- between Marquette and Green cloudy so that plants and conse- H 

Researcher James O. Evrard. tle graze the area again. Lake counties. quently invertebrates struggle for 

Some of the less desirable quack “Our job, in combination with “After carp were removed survival. Carp also compete with ’ 

and timothy grass areas were the wildlife upland study, is to from the Grand River Marsh, the ducks for these food items. 

burned using controlled burning determine which biochemical fea-~ number of breeding ducks DNR drained the main im- 

techniques. Near residential tures of the ponds are critical for attracted to the marsh doubled,’’ poundment or reservoir on the 

areas, grass was mowed rather healthy waterfowl populations”’ says William E. Wheeler, Wild- Grand River and treated the fish 

than burned. says Richard Lillie, co-project life researcher at Horicon. with rotenone. One million 

“The state has planted a lot of _ leader. In 1979, two years into their pounds were removed. Submer- 

switchgrass, and because it is tall In the spring of 1983, Lillie five year study of duck nesting gent vegetation improved as did 

and dense we hope it will keep began testing 17 potholes in Polk success and overall duck produc- _ the invertebrate and duck 

skunks and raccoons away from and St. Croix counties. ‘“We’re tion on the marsh, Wildlife populations. 
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Baby Lake Winnebago sturgeon 
- e agate See tere ter Spe ae ee 

Taking eggs doesn’t hurt _A long way from home 
ee a Oshkosh — DNR fishery Male sturgeon mature at 15 

oe a eae a hey <7 te cee researchers are currently studying years and females at 25 years. In 

use has no detrimental effects on was 28 during the years before the early life history of the lake April the adults we 121 
walleye populations in lakes,’’ the study. ‘‘This fingerling den- euieeen the Lake Winnebago miles up the Wolf River to 

says Steven Serns, DNR Fisheries sity stayed the same throughout system. Weve getcmined that Spawn over the boulders beneath 
2 . the stretch of the Wolf River the Shawano dam. Fry hatch 

researcher at Woodruff. Serns. the four years we were studying 

studied the effects of egg egg removal,”’ says Serns. i a ne ty 28 oe a c he cues 
removal on the walleye popula- Spawning crews removed eggs Aaa ae ' f pun aii Kt ae th = HAUOE the 28 

tion in Escanaba Lake in Vilas from an average of 18% of the a Nae one ae Sturgeon: RUSS Deo Ue SPAWmIng, 

County from 1979 to 1983. females in Escanaba Lake each ast ea OE Tite ye says James pune eS sv Onue ainrecon 

The project analyzed how egg spring, and the stripping did not a) sturzeou researcher. evead Es bas i iret Nears Ot Mie con: 
removal affected the fingerling affect their survival. ‘“The mor- Becumi el and COnuDMINE Be primarily of sand and pea- 
population as well as the survival _ tality rates of spawned walleyes through 1985, the field sampling size gravel. i 
and reproductive success of are {He aaiimaahorece is the first dealing with young-of- Since the Lake Winnebago 

female walleyes. unspawned walleyes of the same the-year rather than adult lake system supports one of the few 

aoe ea soe sturgeon. Fishery researchers are lake sturgeon fisheries in North 

On ihe average artificial monitoring timing and extent of America, protection of the rear- 

. - 4 ing tak al 44% of the egg deposition, hatching and ing habitat as well as the spawn- 
a =e eet ee na a th ; oe downstream movements of fry as_ ing grounds is crucial forthe . 
i 5 =| ce ae is ae seat aepaik well as the habitat and growth of _ species’ survival in Wisconsin. 

7 = = s : : == abacus seat Gt ihe fry, fingerlings, and juveniles. 

7 =a ‘ € AN = remaining eggs in the lake. —————— 

. — ‘: is Researchers compared stripped cae - 
=f a= nditaineteia ped 7allevesta Fertilizer gets rid of blue-green algae 
-e an. anglers catches and found a : : 4 
a. = = residual one percent in both. 3 Madison ae Although nutrients heavy blue-green algae infesta- 

= in = .™ } The five-year study also reveal- 0 lakes dominated by blue-green tion. Lathrop treated 66-acre 
= yer ed that egg removal does not algae are superabundant, water Indian Lake with fertilizer in 

: j decrease the ability of a walleye analysis usually shows low con- both the spring and early sum- 

ee oat to produce viable or hatchable centrations of inorganic nitrogen. mer of 1981 and 1982. 

¥ eggs. ‘Eggs taken from previ- Using this fact asa guide, = “The addition of nitrogen to a 
= ously stripped females hatched in DNR’s chief limnologist, Richard lake that already has too many 

es /_ the same percentages as those Cc. Leptin ee ese would — —— 
4) 1 nitrate fertilizer to a sma sical to some people,”’ sai 

me 1 agg pee ere ra highly eutrophic lake in Dane Lathrop. But he reasoned that if 
oe ~ S fs stripped,”’ says Serns. county that had a history of the onset of blue-green blooms 

results from lack of inorganic 
——— ee —————————_—_—_—_—_—_—— iTitrogen necessary to maintain 

other more desirable forms of 

7 7 algae, the addition of nitrogen Electric fence boosts duck production ee 
ference in the dominant 

1 Madison — Electric fences Dane County where 75% of the ing access in and out for the plankton. 

around duck nesting sites might ducks nesting inside the fence ducklings and chicks. Conse- And it did! The lake cleared 
: increase waterfowl reproductive were successful and only five quently, smaller predators get in up, good kinds of algae and 
if success by keeping predators out percent outside were a success,”’ through the three-inch spacings zooplankton appeared, and the 

of nesting areas. Last spring says LeRoy Petersen, farm in the fence,’’ explains Petersen. fish population increased. The 

H wildlife researchers fenced eight wildlife researcher. DNR will maintain the electric effect, however, lasted only one 

test plots totaling 155 acres in St. At other plots, results were fences for two more nesting year. 

Croix, Dodge, Dane and Colum- _less conclusive. Often small- seasons until the spring of 1985. Lathrop is now in the process 

bia Counties. The fences were bodied predators such as mink, **We’re also considering tightly- of further evaluating the lake 
designed to keep skunk, rac- ground squirrels and snakes were woven three-sided fences with fertilization experiment to deter- 

coon, and fox away from the able to wriggle their way into the one side open to water. This way _— mine nitrogen nutritional require- 
mallard and blue-winged teal four-sided nesting area through ducklings would have access to ments of various algae and the 

that breed on these public lands. the loosely-woven fence netting. everything they need without overall usefulness of nitrogen 

“‘This technique was especially “‘We’re trying to keep the leaving the nesting area,’’ says fertilization as a lake manage- 
successful at one of the plots in larger predators out while allow- Petersen. ment technique. 
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. gS : Alum keeps lake from aging ee ye 
Manitowoc — DNR research- _ were replaced by more desirable “We applied the alum in 1978 CES as ee if 

ers have found a way to improve _ green algae and diatoms. Zoo- and the phosphorous level A mi} A ‘ag 
the quality and slow down the plankton and bottom organisms decreased after the lake’s fall Sa ks eet i i a3 
aging of small lakes by treating became more plentiful while turnover in 1979,’’ said Narf. i yn t 
them with alum. observers reported better fishing. | The last tests were conducted in e of as S Ca (26 

Working on 65-acre Bullhead Alum, which is aluminum sul- 1982 and showed the same reduc- ie aati 
Lake in western Manitowoc fate, ties up phosphorous and ed level of phosphorous as in hy 7 . 
County, Limnologist Richard keeps it out of the food chain. 1979. i y 
Narf and a crew from DNR’s “‘We thought Bullhead Lake Narf said Bullhead Lake and Once near extinct 
Water Resources Research Unit was an ideal ‘outdoor test tube’ its many relatives around the eee ee 
injected alum into the lake’s for alum treatment,”’ said Narf. state are in the process of ‘‘self- 2000 to 3000 fisher 
lowest water level, the hypolim- “The lake is small, landlocked, destructing”’ because small in Wi * 
nium. At the time of treatment and receives virtually no amounts of phosphorous released in isconsin 
in August of 1978, Bullhead agricultural or industrial into the water each year finally 
Lake was on the borderline of phosphorous inputs.” build up to eutrophic levels that Rhinelander — DNR’s Forest 
overfertilization. It was sprouting Cost of the alum, which was speed up processes that create a Wildlife esearch unit estimates 
blue-green algae which bloomed _ delivered to the site in two large marsh. He said the alum treat- Wisconsin’s growing fisher 
in pulses and looked ugly. Its semi-trailer tank trucks was ment, however, could artificially Population at between 2000 and 
fish tasted and smelled bad. $2,500. Labor and equipment lengthen a lake’s useful life, but 3000 animals. Researchers base 

After treatment, blue green costs for application were an pointed out that it is probably this figure on a year long survey 
algae populations declined and additional expense. practical only in smaller lakes. between July 1982 and June 1983 

in the Monico Study Area of 

es § «CAS Oneida County. 
Previous surveys have shown 

° that fisher have greatly expanded 
Marten reproducing naturally their range since the 1950’s and 

60’s when they were reintroduced 
in Wisconsin. DNR as well as 

Rhinelander — DNR research- As of December 1 five has its first premolar pulled and trappers are interested in an 
ers have confirmed that pine unmarked marten had been trap- sent to the University of Wiscon- _ experimental trapping season, 
marten stocked in the Nicolet ped in the forest according to sin at Stevens Point for age and results of this ongoing study 
National Forest are reproducing Forest Wildlife Researcher Bruce calculation. will determine if a season is bio- 

naturally. Kohn. In 1953, five pine marten were logically feasible. 
= a Fi Since 1975 119 male and 49 placed on Stockton Island in Wildlife managers live-trapped 

ene female marten have been stocked Lake Superior’s Apostle Island fisher as part of a population 
° Ean) iS in the Nicolet. Chain. A small population was study by researchers Bruce E. 

ae ra ci Researchers Kohn and William — observed there in 1972. Kohn, William A. Creed, and 
a ana Hl - A. Creed and wildlife manager A member of the weasel fam- Dennis R. Lamb. Using the 

4, af ie BN. Ronald G. Eckstein began a live ily, the pine marten or mark-recapture method whereby 
vier Mi ee trapping program this year to “‘American sable’’ is a rare fisher are caught, ear-tagged, 

‘ ee: determine if the animals have predator today in the United released and caught again, 
i Pe: reproduced since stocking. The States. Their thick tawny-brown researchers estimated the area 
( i study will run until 1985. fur makes them attractive to fur held 28 fisher, or one per 2.6 

: v , = Game managers use the pres- trappers. Even though Wisconsin square miles. 
‘teary. ence or absence of ear-tags, lac- closed the season in 1921, inten- The statewide figure of 2000 to 
Be a tation symptoms, and the age of _ sive logging, fire and agriculture 3000 was projected by relating 

i 5 is a marten to determine if it is a had wrecked the marten’s range. fisher density to counts of 21 
reas a stocked animal or if its an off- The last Wisconsin pine marten fisher tracks per 100 miles in the 
Sy spring. Each captured marten was taken in Douglas County in study area. Researchers counted 

1925. tracks as they drove along road 
a h— transects in the Monico Study 

Cee Area after a snowfall. 
200 bobcats per year limit Fourteen fisher were radio- 

collared to measure their move- 
Rhinelander — A recent ment patterns, home ranges, and 

Wildlife Research study revealed results of winter track counts and Sawyer 154 bobcats. Data habitat choices. Though details 
Wisconsin’s bobcat population William Creed and James indicates that about 45% of all are still being interpreted, it was 
has remained relatively stable Ashbrenner, Wildlife Researchers bobcat trapped were caught in noted that home ranges of all 14 
since 1973. Objective of the at Rhinelander analyzed bobcat traps set for coyotes. The track animals were within a 72 square 

study was to develop a system harvest and population trends counts showed that bobcats mile area. 

for monitoring statewide popula- _ from 1973 to 1981. prefer lowland conifer areas. Historically, fisher were quite 
tion trends and test track count During the period, 1,874 bob- Data revealed that sportsmen common throughout forested 
surveys to determine bobcat cats were taken, 838 by trappers took an average of 208 bobcats areas of Wisconsin. But by the 
abundance. and 807 by hunters with dogs. per year. Researchers recom- turn of the century uncontrolled 

In 1973, declining populations The remainder were taken by mended that, at least for now, wildfire and heavy trapping led 
and rising fur prices made it other methods, usually inciden- the average annual harvest be to their near extinction. Legal 
necessary to require hunters and tally by hunters after other held to 200 or fewer. They con- protection was given in 1921, but 
trappers to register and tag bob- game. Biggest harvest came in cluded that a two-month season numbers continued to decline. 
cats. Using these registration the Northwestern part of the and a one-bobcat limit are suc- Prior to restocking about 25 
forms, questionnaires sent to state with Douglas County cessfully limiting the harvest to years ago, the last known native 
hunters and trappers, and the accounting for 1778, Price 169 200. was found in 1932. 
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i In anticipation of the change of seasons, John Muir J |” F ope, ae Ho ey BS eS fe ene ‘ 
%& | once wrote: “I had long lived in bright flowery summer, 4 ek ah tees Me Weis MOE nS my, - ‘ Bh” 5 Pip Caen Pie ee GN Re ae Ui 
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P this Muir jewelry known as hoarfrost. 1 aS Oe, f; ae nae) Bl aS Rae ep ae 
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During long, clear, calm nights when chilly ]y (ae OR BS Oe finl Get aaa ie 

temperatures move southward the air cools to the | | |. 14? 7 a Yager Se ‘hg Nie NN aN 1, 
7 dewpoint and is saturated with moisture. Subsequent figs fy ph Spe WP Gn ee o et eg Cy 2 

_} cooling results in condensation which produces dew Pi heal ae Se es i aan RMN aD BONY 
4) ] when the dewpoint is above freezing. But when the [9 Mig Ri; a Hi She i eee oe ae vA 

5 dewpoint is below freezing, the water vapor sublimates, Se ‘oP ge ee? eee Pg ee bo sy ae 
41 ©] orskips the liquid stage and is deposited as ice crystals }4 4a f Ag oS ng! tens id nan Ped a 
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columnar and tabular. The columnar (branch-like) [jWe gy oy tg OLE ADO i ei ey ory | 
occurs when water vapor is deposited rapidly at [¥) RPA EY Ga A ad ne a br aan od? 
temperatures not much below freezing. The tabular PRP. at uae” im py ie en) rey Ue BW det: Bd iid 
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m ee 7 “ ? co Pease) Ce” a ‘ = Strombodes. The individu- 
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areas housed one polyp. : ‘ UA bee se Nae? ‘ n f Rhee ieee 2 -= 4 as ee Oa aca wud ote eae ee ne * re Ay 4 | i 4 ? us 7% Ke , 

; 2 > es” Sea RC pe oli oy Sas a io ed eae AS cn.) < << AY ee e.. a eR “a ; Oe a Ca Oh id =e Ds See tt het maned ‘a E. <, ae "i . ¥ > q , Cd / I og a pe ‘ ; aaa i ar Na a gas eo 4 a 4 oe e 
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} oo Part of an ancient reef, exposed at a Silurian age dolomite a te ba %,* Abe ie bt iy Bi 4 
a quarry at Quarry, Manitowoc County. The irregular layering " . a ry Pies ¥. h 

Solitary Rugose Coral. A in these rocks shows the structure of the reef. a ‘5 ». 4a 
; rf i Fa ee) reconstruction showing the 

ea ee soft bodied animal (polyp) ae a a Ya : d 
B. The calcium carbonate a 
skeleton showing the radial 

septa which are a charac: 

teristic of the eoeeg corals. 
ee The “Organ Pipe Coral” Orawings by Susan Smith. 

* Syringopora a tabulate 

e i E - aie ; 3 é 5 , “—,  — coral from Door County. oe W. WESTPHAL UW - Madison Geology ang vegetation. If you keep your eyes open how- The ck ee pepe eer bie ; De en The bolony ie Held tosether 
useum 5 ean still s aleozoic warm, therefore providing ideal conditions for the % ° ever, you can still spot good outcrops of Paleozoic y : eae i 5 by tiny crossbars. About 400-million years ago a warm na potg growth of coral. It was during the Silurian Period, . i n Oh 

sea covered our state and beneath it Geologists have divided the Paleozoic Era into 435 to 400 million years ago, that coral reefs ih a ned fe 
; j P i ; ‘ : arts ; * ag ip were coral reefs that still exist. several successive Periods. It was during the earli- developed in many parts of the world. Their rem : a Sis 

est, the Cambrian, which lasted about 100 million nants are found in Wisconsin’s geological record 4 a J AF \ 
ould you make your home at the ocean _ years, that a forerunner of the Atlantic Ocean in the eastern part of the state and continue south Stites > ' 
bottom among seaweed and shellfish? Or — spread all the way across the flat and barren Wis- into Illinois. The corals formed a fringing ee { Su, ma | es Fon Gong 

how about next door to a coral reef? Strangely consin landscape. The waters were shallow and surrounded a depression in the sea floor, calle P Mae heiee is Spare aes 
enough, many people in Wisconsin actually enjoy _ clean, and alive with algae, snails, crawling trilo- the Michigan Basin. — : : ; ee eT ea, 
such exotic surroundings. The seashells they’re bites and two-shelled brachiopods. These and Rock formations mn Milwaukee provide evi- Stones of Beloit The radial 
neighbor to, however, are several hundred million other forms of marine life, were Wisconsin’s first dence that Wisconsin was submerged during part septa are clearly visible 
years old. The oceans that were home to many _ settlers, long before the vertebrates had evolved. of the Devonian Period 400 to 345, million NieeiS 
plants and animals have long since receded, the In the succeeding Ordovician Period, 500 to 435 ago, but towards the end of that period the earth’s oS WW 
sandy or muddy bottom turned to sandstone, million years ago, life in the oceans became crust was gradually uplifted by tectonic processes, a i tek ee ae 
shale, limestone and dolomite as time passed. increasingly diverse. Clams appeared for the first and the land fell dry. ' “Got so ee oe Sat 
Today, creek beds, cliffs, roadcuts and quarries time, straight cephalopods—relatives of today’s Corals and their relatives, the sea anemones gest aay ao y Read 

expose layers of sedimentary rocks in eastern, Pearly Nautilus—were found almost everywhere and the Jellyfish, are rather simple animals. Their atheros aes Soa 95 Ise te 
southern, and western Wisconsin. These rocks are and corals made their debut. sac-shaped bodies lack such complex organs as ae a a J feel 
remnants of an ancient sea that covered all of During the earth’s long geological history the gills, a kidney, or a heart. The mouth is sur- ry ie, = ooh 
Wisconsin and many neighboring states during continents kept moving across the surface of the rounded by tentacles with which the animal ot & fies “ab a loo ADs) 

a ‘4 x rer soe : 2 , 2: e coral : a 2 i x. Se jo the Paleozoic Era which occurred from 600 to 230 earth, gradually shifting position in relation to the sESS a Bes fe aes the Bt @ ; ae Be ate " The ierereeme Corer 
million years ago. Erosion has since stripped the _ poles and to each other. This process, which is still secretes an external skeleton of calcium carbon- es) PoP eee Favosites. Reconstruction 
land of much of its Paleozoic bedrock. The gla- going on, is commonly referred to as “continental ate, which anchors the coral to the sea floor. ‘ es , Meek eae <8 " with one polyp shown in 
ciers of the Great Ice Age have scraped the drift’, or, more recently, “plate tectonics”. The Two orders of extinct corals are found in Wis- a ba ma) a Pee ORR 
ground in all but the southwestern quarter of the arrangement of the continents during Early Pale- consin’s Paleozoic bedrock. The rugose corals are 8 ean ace ae RE Wal 
state, grinding up the underlying rock and rede- _ ozoic times was such that the equator ran straight easily recognized by their radial nn pores that characterize this 

Photos courtesy of the UW-Madison POSiting it as layers of sand and gravel. Much of through North America, missing Wisconsin by a | septa, that line the inside wall of their shells. 1h€ — Favosites. A. Side view showing the tabulae. B. Top view. genus. 10s courtesy of t V-Madiso 5 Z os a z cent: at reflec: = nee ans i jes e uriz f it Pa Geology Museum Wisconsin’s bedrock also lies hidden beneath soil mere 500 to 1,000 miles. | septa that reflect the polyp’s anatomy give added _ Silurian, eastern Wisconsin Drawing by Susan Smith 
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strength to the skeleton. Some rugose corals are also found in certain rugose corals in addition 
secrete individual, cone-shaped skeletons, for to their radial septa. Common tabulate corals are 
example, the “horn corals,” such as Lambe- the “Organ Pipe Coral ” Syringopora,the “Chain 
ophyllum and Streptelasma. Others combine to Coral” Halysites, and the “Honeycomb Coral” 
form colonies such as Arachnophyllum and — Favosites. 
Strombodese. Corals are part of Wisconsin’s geologic heri- 

The tabulate corals are characterized by their tage. Excellent collections can be seen in museums 
lack of well-developed septa. The individual hous- around the state, and in many private collections, 
ing, or corallites, are usually long and slender, and but the best place to find them is in their natural 
rarely exceed a few millimeters in diameter. As the homes, the bedrock formations of our state. 
colony grows upward, the animal moves up, Most specimens shown here are on display at 
“adding on” on top, and sealing off the vacated the Madison Geology Museum, 1215 W. Dayton 
portions underneath with a successive series of  St., Madison, WI 54706. ® 
horizontal partitions called tabulae. Such tabulae 
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" An unprotected head can 
FF e lose up to half the body's 

Paap Fa _ heat production at 40 

A odes degrees Fahrenheit and 

75% at five degrees. 

JOSEPH G. NEUWIRTH, Ph.D. ronment: those that decrease heat loss and those 

that increase heat production. The first is a com- 
plex physiological sequence which decreases the 

5 3 volume of blood circulating near the surface of 
The physics and physiology of why the body. Neural feedback from skin temperature 

you get cold and what to do about it. receptors triggers constriction of blood vessels 
near the skin. This in turn decreases heat transfer 

PRezerstess of your personal taste in clothing, from the inner core of the body to the surface and 
the primary concern of most people out- __ ultimately decreases heat loss to the air. In the sec- 

doors is to keep comfortable. Going beyond this ond, voluntary muscle action or the involuntary 
point to worry about survival is rarely considered. _ act of shivering accelerates metabolism and pro- 
You can easily assume you will never be at risk duces greater heat. Together, these responses seek 
and thus never adequately prepare. However, to. prevent a decrease in body temperature and 
everyone who uses the outdoors should know maintain it within the narrow limits required for 
how the body reacts to cold and what to do to _ normal functioning. 
achieve heat balance in a cold environment. One uncontrollable variable affects the body, 

Although there is considerable difference in the cold itself. A person may be subjected to cold 
how individuals react, survival in the cold _ instill air, wind, dry air or wet and all combina- 
depends primarily on physiological well-being tions of these. The particular nature of each com- 
and use of protective clothing. bination affects the heat transfer and, hence, the 

There are two kinds of anatomical responses _ method of control. For example, a moderate wind 
for maintaining body temperature in a cold envi- _ during the warm months is often quite refreshing 
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but in the cold season can range from uncomfort- 
able to disastrous. Wind rapidly removes heat © 
from parts of the body with insufficient protective 
covering. 

Thermal conductivity of water is about 24 
times as great as that of dry air. This means humid , 
air is a much greater conductor of heat than dry 
air at the same temperature. If clothing becomes ' 
wet, either from the outside air, rain, melted snow 
or perspiration, heat is transferred from the body 
as much as 24 times faster than with dry clothing. 
Whether moisture given off by the body is evapo- 
rated depends on the amount of moisture in the 
outside air, i.e. the relative humidity. If the rela- 
tive humidity is 100%, the air cannot receive tran- 
spired body moisture and it condenses in the outer 1 
layers of the clothing. Moisture condensation 
within the clothing may also occur because of 
cooling in the insulating layers. The colder the air, 
the less evaporated moisture it can contain. 

The two primary environmental factors that 
determine the degree of heat transfer from the 
body are wind and moisture. Their effects are felt 
regardless of the amount or the type of insulation 
used to cover the body. 

Neither temperature nor wind alone are a good 
index of how cold it feels. The wind-chill index 
used by many government agencies represents the 
relative comfort of an inactive individual in dry 
air conditions. Tt combines actual ambient tem- type and amount of clothing and physical condi- 
perature and wind velocity into an equivalent still tion of the person involved. 
air temperature. However, the wind-chill index is Heat is a form of energy produced by the body 

only an approximation. The actual level of com- ag q result of food consumption. First, foods are 
fort or discomfort will depend on other variables digested, then absorbed, and finally metabolized. 
such as relative humidity, degree of sun exposure, \Y4etabolism is the chemical change absorbed 

‘foods undergo within the cells which allows the 
body to sustain itself. The rate of total energy pro- 

. = . duction, and also consumption, depends on many 
——— things, including the size of the individual and the 

Prepare your own survival kit, and know how to use it. Carry it at all degree of activity. The normal physical and chem- 
times. It does little good if left in your vehicle. ical processes which sustain life in an inactive per- 

Below is a list of items to be included in a survival kit. Prescriptions son consume energy at the rate of about 80 
and other individual requirements should be considered. calories per hour or 2,000 calories per day. The 

1. Matches (in waterproof container). total energy consumption would be this amount 

2. Fire starter, such as sawdust soaked in paint thinner, 0000 steel plus the additional energy used in muscular work. 
wool, cotton balls, cigarette lighter, commercial fire starter. Depending on the degree of activity, total energy 

Carry at least two ways to start a fire. requirements may vary from 2,000 calories to 

3. Metal match or flint and steel. over 5,000 calories per day. Only 18% to 22% of 
4. Candle. ingested food is converted into mechanical 
5. First aid kit. energy. The rest is liberated as heat. This heat is 

6. Spare general purpose knife. produced in all tissues of the body but primarily 

7. Compass and topographic map. in the skeletal muscles. Even during rest, these 

8. Quick energy emergency food. muscles have a large energy requirement, which 

9. Water. during work is increased enormously. 
10. Space rescue blanket. For about four hours following a meal, food is 

Il. Eight-foot square of plastic. digested and absorbed into the system. During 

12. Fishing tackle. this period, carbohydrates are the major source of 
13. Surgical tubing (3-4 feet). energy. Only a very small amount of the absorbed 
14. Whistle. protein and fat is similarly utilized. The fraction 
15. Signal mirror. of protein and fat not used to rebuild tissue struc- 
16. Nylon cord or rope. ture and the amount of carbohydrates not used 

Other items to consider include spare prescription glasses (if for energy are transformed into fat and stored in 
needed), sunglasses, chap stick, flashlight and or chemical light, safety the body tissue. After absorption, energy require- 

pins, flares, needle and thread, duck tape, snare wire, plastic bags, water ments must be met from internal stores by trans- 

purification tablets, spare socks. forming body fat. 
Since we normally eat three meals a day, 
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REGULATION 
IMPAIRED 

0. Far left: When temperatures 
drop, Geseonsiielich lim- 

its blood flow to the 

extremities and keeps the 
85° TEMPERATURE body core warm. Flow to 

the fingers can drop by as 

LOST much as 99%. 

79-74 LOWER LIMIT 
OF SURVIVAL Symptoms of hypothermia 

OR DEATH become more severe as 

es = body temperature drops. 

energy is derived directly from the food taken in. The rate of heat transfer depends on the tempera- 
Of course, it is obvious where the energy must _ tures of the surfaces and increases drastically as 
come from when there is no food to be absorbed their difference increases. Radiation is a leading 
— dieters are most familiar with this process. cause of heat loss under many conditions. The 

Foods ordinarily are divided into three catego- _ head and neck are most vulnerable. 
ries with the following caloric or heat equivalents: Conduction is the direct transfer of heat from 
carbohydrates, four calories per gram; fats, nine molecule to molecule. The body surface loses heat 
calories per gram; and proteins, four calories per by conduction through direct contact with cooler 
gram. objects, such as water, snow, metal and of course, 

The body normally consumes available carbo- air. 
hydrates in preference to fats or proteins to fulfill Convection is the process whereby air next to 
energy demands. It uses fats or proteins only as __ the body is heated, moves away and is replaced by 
secondary fuels when the carbohydrate supply cooler air in an endless cycle of circulation. It is 
becomes inadequate. greatly facilitated by the wind which continuously 

Heat production increases as a direct result of _ maintains a supply of cool air. 
eating, but contrary to reason more heat is pro- Heat is also lost by evaporation of water from 
duced than the caloric value of the food intake. It the skin and respiratory tract. As moisture vapor- 
comes from food reserves and is partly dependent __ izes from the body’s surface, the heat required to 
upon the type of food ingested. Consumption of drive the process is extracted from the body, cool- 
carbohydrates and fats result in an “extra” energy _ ing its surface. Even in the absence of sweating, 
level of about 5%, while proteins produce an _ there is a loss of water by diffusion through the 
increase of up to 30%. skin. This transpired moisture amounts to 

The point is that body heat is made possible by —_ approximately 20 fluid ounces per day in the aver- 
only one means — metabolism of ingested food. age person and accounts for a significant fraction 
You must eat to live. You cannot cram down a___ of total heat loss. 
doughnut and cup of coffee in the morning and Although evaporation accounts for a substan- 
expect to put in a 20-mile day on skis without feel- _ tial loss of body heat, little can be done to prevent 
ing the effects of an inadequate fuel supply. it, Because of this, it is better to aid rather than 

Our body surface exchanges heat with the hinder the process by wearing fabrics that 
outside by radiation, conduction, convection and __ breathe. If water vapor cannot pass through insu- 
water evaporation. To maintain a constant body __ lating fabrics, it condenses, wets the clothing and 
temperature, total heat production must equal may even freeze, forming a complete barrier to 
total heat loss. moisture. 

Radiation is the direct exchange of heat energy Physiologists view the body as a central, heat- 
between surfaces not in contact. There is radiant producing core, surrounded by a layer whose 
transfer from the body to clothing, to a tent or — insulating capacity can be varied to maintain the 
other shelter, to the cloud cover or to outer space. core temperature at approximately 99 degrees 
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fahrenheit. If the skin were a perfect insulator, its duction at an environmental temperature of 40 
outer surface would equal the environmental tem- degrees fahrenheit and up to three-quarters of 
perature and there would be no heat loss from the total body heat production at five degrees 
core. The net heat transfer, due to conduction, fahrenheit. 
convection or radiation would then be zero. The While considering vasoconstriction and vaso- 
skin, of course, is not a perfect insulator and the dilation, something should be mentioned about 
temperature of its outer surface generally lies tobacco and alcohol. 
somewhere between that of the surrounding exter- Nicotine produces vasoconstriction in the 
nal environment and the inner core. extremities. This can cause a skin temperature 

The skin’s effectiveness as an insulator varies drop of as much as 10 degrees for the fingers and 
with the amount of blood flow which diminishes _ toes. The effect is temporary and depends on the 
the insulating capacity of the skin by carrying individual involved. 
core heat to the surface. The more blood that Alcohol in moderate amounts produces vaso- 
reaches the skin from the body’s core, the more dilation in the extremities, just the opposite of 
closely the skin’s temperature approaches that of smoking. It also affects the heat center in the 
the core and the more heat lost. brain, causing a small but significant core temper- 

With exposure to cold, just the opposite hap- ature drop. This decrease is rarely realized con- 
pens. Skin blood vessels constrict, reducing blood sciously, because a peripheral vasodilation 
flow toward the surface and making the skin a _ produces a simultaneous feeling of warmth in the 
more effective insulator. This vasoconstriction extremities. The result is a chilling of the periph- 
reduces skin temperature and the rate of heat eral blood and an ultimate decrease in body 
transfer. The lower limit is the point at which temperature. 
maximum skin vasoconstriction has occurred. Thus, both tobacco and alcohol are detrimen- 
Any further drop in the environmental tempera- _ tal to proper control of body temperature. In view 
ture causes excessive heat loss. At this point the _ of their effects on circulation, not to mention the 
body must increase heat production to maintain more obvious physiological reactions, abstinence, 
its temperature balance. Vasoconstriction may or at least moderation, while engaged in winter 
make the skin on the fingers undergo as much asa__ wilderness travel would be advisable. 
99% reduction in blood flow during exposure to The body can increase its heat production only 
cold. While protecting the body’s core, this phe- through muscular action, either voluntary or 
nomenon is sacrificial in nature. The extremities involuntary. Either method assumes that there is 
become extremely susceptible to frostbite. sufficient fuel supply to support such action. 

Vasoconstriction, however, is physiologically In adapting to extreme cold, the body produces 
impossible in the head and neck region. Because heat by a gradual overall increase in skeletal mus- 
this area contains many blood vessels near the cle tension, culminating in shivering, which may 
surface yet close to the heart, it is a tremendous continue for the entire duration of exposure or 
heat exchanger. Special attention to control heat until the available energy is expended and exhaus- 
transfer here is vital. An unprotected head may tion results. Since the muscle contractions pro- 
lose up to one-half of the body’s total heat pro- duced by shivering produce no external work, the 

In addition to wind chill, 

other factors such as rela- 

tive humidity, degree of sun RON 

exposure, type of clothing 

and physical condition all F 
affect outdoor comfort. a 
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energy consumed appears as internal heat. Intense 

shivering produces heat approximately equivalent The cold facts of life 
to walking at a fast pace. It is nevertheless to be 

avoided. Shivering is a way the body cries “Help!” 1. The source of energy in your body is the energy contained in 
in a last-ditch effort to maintain normal inner ingested food. 

core temperature. 2. You must eat to live. So count calories with your proposed task in 
When skin temperature falls low enough to mind when preparing for a trip. 

cause numbness, touch perception and pain sense 3. Food intake equals internal heat production plus any external 
is impaired. The agility of limb muscles is work performed. 
decreased, and it becomes difficult to perform 4. When you are cold, your body strives to produce additional heat 
coordinated movements. This phenomenon, tech- by shivering even if you are starving. 

nically known as hypothermia and commonly 5. Your ability to survive in the cold depends primarily on a calcu- 
referred to as exposure occurs if heat loss is lated use of protective clothing for controlling the loss of heat from 
allowed to proceed unchecked. your body. 

As the body’s inner core temperature begins to 6. Regardless of the source of moisture, if you become wet, heat 
drop below 99 degrees the first indications of may be transferred from your body up to 24 times faster than if you 
hypothermia appear. Shivering begins and there is were dry. 
difficulty in performing precise tasks. Loss of 7. Keep warm, but don’t sweat. 
alertness and impaired speech follow with contin- 
ued decrease in temperature. The victim ulti- ‘i 
mately becomes completely irrational and lapses Six Rules of Survival 
into a state of unconsciousness. The chances of Remember these rules: 

anyone helping himself out of such a perilous situ- 1. Tell someone where you are going and when you plan to return. 
ation are obviously very small. Rescue and imme- Tell someone if you change your plans. 
diate attention are necessary for survival. 2. Never go on an outing by yourself. 

An important mechanism for altering heat loss 3. Take enough food for several days for possible emergency use. 
is changing surface area. Everyone has watched a 4. Take a compass and map of the area and know how to use them. 
dog curl into a ball when resting in the cold. The Orient yourself to the map before leaving camp. 
same principle applies to man, who can draw his 5. Wear proper clothing and equipment. 
knees to his chin, hunch his shoulders or perform 6. Return to camp before dark. 
other maneuvers to reduce the surfaces exposed to 
the cold. 

Clothing is the single most important compo- requires body heat. This water vapor migrates 
nent of heat regulation. The principle is simple. toward the outer surface of the clothing until it 
The outer surface of the clothing now becomes the reaches a layer whose temperature causes it to 
true exterior of the body. Again, surface area is of condense, wetting the clothing and losing the heat 
prime importance. The value of increasing the that had kept it vaporized. The condensed water 
thickness of insulation around an object is lim- now migrates back toward the skin by a wicking 

ited, since heat conduction is proportional to sur- action, only to be recycled by a similar process all 
face area. As the thickness of the insulation over again. This is why insulation must be able to 
around a cylindrical or almost cylindrical object breathe. Body moisture must be disposed of, but 

(arms, legs, torso) increases, the surface area without overloading the insulating layers of cloth- 
through which heat can be lost also increases by _ ing with water. 
the same amount. This results in an effective Water accumulation in clothing is hard to con- 

decrease in the heat retaining value. For example, trol. The destructive effects are best avoided by 
to double the value of an insulating layer one inch providing adequate ventilation during exertion 
thick, it is necessary to increase its thickness to and by drying garments at every opportunity. 
almost three inches. Open all zippers during exercise and close them 

This relationship demonstrates the difficulty of during cool-down. Another way is to wear several 

insulating an inactive person in a cold environ- thin layers of clothing so that one or more can be 
ment. For example, no thickness of insulation, removed as heat is produced during exertion. 
regardless of type, is sufficient to keep the hands _ Regardless of the method, it is best to remain on 
warm indefinitely under certain conditions even the cool side of comfort to minimize the chances 
when the rest of the body is adequately warm. The — of sweating. The cardinal commandment of cold 
only way to maintain warmth in this case is by weather adaptability is, ‘Be warm but don’t 
placing the hands next to the torso or under the sweat.” 

armpits. The insulating ability of clothing is deter- Ignorance often makes people overreact in the 

mined by its type, thickness and the volume of air face of danger. The usual tendency is to fight the 
trapped within and between the clothing layers. natural elements rather than adjust to them. For 
The skin loses heat directly to the air trapped by precisely this reason, many people have lost their 
the clothes. The clothes in turn transfer the heat limbs and their lives while engaged in potentially 

from the inner air layer to the outer environment. uneventful winter wilderness adventures. So make 
Sweating in a cold environment destroys the sure you know what to expect and how to cope 

heat retaining value of insulation. Water is con- with the unexpected. This knowledge can spell the 
tinuously secreted through the skin. Some of the difference between a rewarding experience and a 
water evaporates at the skin surface, which flirt with disaster. a 
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witha Purposej—= s al 
i, ce eax eee 

g ak. ss N ee Flashlights seemed to start 
Ch te 19 I, ol Cee e ad blinking all over the barn 

e i . eee as starlings, pigeons and 

ap r i ' a ed LN > ’ (ey Sake teWie the lights. 
i Ke nw oe eo Drawing by Artist Eric Weaver 

Have you seen alittle girl? Wes og 
y' g ” x a > ® eae con An Ancient Indian bird 

f ; \ : ; i. trapping device, the bal 
i ed chatri or boy's umbrella 

FRANCES HAMERSTROM fe a aes Cae pes meen for raptor 
Cr Ge 7 ra : 

Pea !] is Drawing by Jack Oar ‘ 
Here is a chapter from a new book, Birding . ee ; AU eal \ oh 

with a Purpose, by Frances Hamerstrom, who a K RM, ye 
along with her husband, Fred, conducted ax eu. : ‘OT SO 
research that saved the prairie chicken in Wis- es FPO 
consin. This is an account of her adventures with a oo PPE A ‘ 
other birds. The foreword says her book ‘consists Si _ LF eR A) 
of behind-the-scene recollections of a raptor- ey . Yea Pees ey of at G4 a OS pper named Fran. She does not pronounce it I Mae Wo ee 4 
Fran asin brand.....but Fron as in Frond—the way od , 4 phe 
they do in Back Bay, her point of origin in this life.” Re Ge y Soarae i ae rt ——f 

Reprinted by permission. from Birding with a | a = i 
Purpose: of Raptors, Gabboons, and other Crea- . : 
tures by Frances Hamerstrom © 1984. lowa State 
University Press, South State Avenue, Ames, lowa 
50010. Tentative price: $13.50. 

Publication: Spring, 1984. I looked them over and could see the farmers” your barn. We'd like to catch them.” Nobody uses a light till I use mine.” 
viewpoint. If I were a farmer, would I let a group The farmer, thin-necked and bald, scratched The architecture of Wisconsin barns varies 

Lie by little I learned more about the like that into my barn? one of his very large ears. “Don’t know asI want _ only slightly, but it is best studied in daylight. I 
Rockford Bunch. Their lives were domi- “The Hamerstroms trap their bait birds. Why anybody around in my barn at night.” followed the sound of pummeling feet past a long 

nated by birds of prey — at the expense of school- don’t you?” “Starlings,” I added firmly, “‘mess up the hay __ line of cows, scrambled up a ladder to the loft and 
work, normal good manners, and creature I had expected the answer to be that they had and they have been known to carry hog cholera.” then followed the clink of somebody’s boots on 
comforts. And they almost always forgot to bring forgotten or some other weak excuse. Tom “Huh?” the loft floor until I could grab another ladder. 
any food along. Even when they went to trap at answered, “Trapping is too slow.” “We would be very glad to take the starlings  Swiftly I swung up the ladder for about 12 feet 
Cedar Grove Ornithological Station, they failed Too slow! If this bunch had discovered a away for you.” where I bumped my head. Two planks were in my 
to bring food. (Dan) Berger and (Helmut) Muel- method of getting bait more quickly than trap- The farmer said something I couldn’t under- _ way, but a rope was handy to get past them and 
ler simply suggested that they camp atop a bluff ping, nothing would deter me from learning it. stand at all — a sound rather like um-ka-huh. continue up the ladder. 
by Lake Michigan for they had not yet earned the “TIl come.” I didn’t dare ask what he said, so I said, Feeling that I had lost time by stupidly bump- 
right to trap at the station. These natural con artists piled into my car. “Thank you very much.” ing my head, I climbed full steam until I received a 

Camp on top of the bluff they did .. .in an Frank usurped the driver’s seat and off we went Uneasily I waited for his answer. It came clear kick on the jaw from a cowboy boot. Much 
abandoned cemetery . . . which abounded in _ jnto the night ata rate that I found alarming, until | and distinct. “I hope you get them all.” shaken I stayed right where I was until I could see 
wild asparagus. They picked asparagus and [| noticed that he was an excellent driver. } As soon as I got down the porch steps, he Tom slide a leg over a high window sill to get into 
because water from the lake was a long way Soon we drove into a farmyard. “You ask.” turned out the yard light. I didn’t think it very catching position. I made for the other window 
down, they cooked it in beer — with which they I knocked on the door and turned to look at | polite of him. and flashlights seemed to start blinking all over 

had not failed to provide themselves. the car while I was waiting. There appeared to be At that time I hadn’t learned that yard lights _ the top of the barn. Starlings, pigeons, and spar- 
Not long after this episode, when I was trap- one person in the car; the other five were out of | (and full moons) are a menace, enabling the birds _ rows flew to the lights. Tom had arranged his light 

ping at Cedar Grove, the Rockford Bunch said _ sight! to find and fly out the windows before they can be so that he had both hands free and was grabbing 
they needed me to go bait-catching. Plainly it was easier to get permission for two caught. birds out of the air and stuffing them into a bag at 

“Why me?” people to get into that barn — and one of them a | Joyously, in the dark, I fumbled my way back __his belt. 
“You can get us into the barns. We need some- _ female. | to the car. Jack gave orders for my benefit. ““Ev- Nobody had thought to give me a bag, so I 

body like you.” i “Good evening. You have starlings roosting in | erybody is to climb as high and fast as he can. _ took off my socks and stuffed starlings into them 
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and simply deposited pigeons in my pockets and __ roaring off across the countryside, parked the car 
inside my shirt. ona main highway, and traipsed up a bank in the 

“Who'll shake the track?” darkness to a huge and ancient barn. 
Raymond yelled, “I will!” and soon even more “No lights!” came an abrupt command. I flick- 

starlings, startled by the racket and their jiggly ed off my flashlight and stumbled along with the 
substrate, flew toward the lights. others in the darkness. 

Suddenly it was all over. Somebody shouted, The moon appeared for a moment and the 
“Let’s leave the rest for seed.” I was the last one gaunt old barn gleamed silver. I found it beautiful 
down out of the barn and when I got back to the but Frank sputtered, ‘-Damn!”’ 
car everyone was sitting very quietly. We drove Moonlight could undo our undertaking. 

out of the driveway and parked on a hilltop to This barn was easier for me because I knew 
count our catch. what to expect now. The crew scrambled high 

Twenty-three starlings, five pigeons, and four onto small platforms by the windows. After I had 
sparrows. “Pretty good.” worked my way to a high gap where night sky 

“Fran, how did you get us into that barn. He — gave a faint light thanks to a missing board, I 
always says no.” could hear traffic far below. It hummed on the 

“Hog cholera.” highway. 
“What?” Then lights seemed to shine from every corner 
Using the silly simper that Jack uses when he is _ of the rafters, and, bird after bird, we made our 

being especially annoying, I asked, ‘Don’t star- catch. 
lings carry hog cholera on their feet?” Just as I expected somebody to yell, “Time to 

These people never applauded. Approval was _ shake the track?” Jack called “Lights out!” 
demonstrated by loud roars accompanied by The outside of the whole barn appeared to be 
beating on the chest. surrounded by waving lights. Raymond, who was 

Much relieved that the foray had been a suc- near me, hanging by one hand and reaching for 
cess, I longed to get back and crawl into bed some sort of a foothold whispered, ‘‘The cops!” 
where Frederick was waiting for me. But a confer- Trembling, not daring to shift position, I 
ence was underway. stayed motionless with a good handhold just out 

“We have almost enough.” of reach. I could see police, with gleaming badges, 
I wondered how far it was to warm blankets shining their lights around the barn floor. 

and sleep. This was but a vain dream. Jack stood alone near a decrepit wheelbarrow 
“We need to take just one more barn.” that someone had left near the big barn door. 
To my relief, Raymond said, “We'll never get Strong police flashlights seemed to pin him to the 

permission if we wake anybody up. The farmers spot. Then he spoke in a slightly worried tone. 
have all gone to bed.” “Have you seen a little girl?” 

But Frank had another idea. “I know a barn “Is she lost? Can we help you?” the police 
that’s sort of far from the house. They’d never inquired. 
know we was there.” Jack is slightly wall-eyed and has an engaging 

: It was my car, but I wasn’t consulted. We went innocent face. 
Above him we clung to our catching perches 

without a sound. 
Jack kicked at a small pile of hay and answered 

easily. “I guess she’s gone home.” 
= The police departed. 

We climbed down as quietly as we could from 
our high perches, slipped away to the car and 

The original umbrella- drove off without unseemly haste. 
she pedipaleuaiis | 0de About two miles down the road we felt safe. 

Be Ge ahenies The yelling and thumping on chests started once 
quonset shape tee more, this time reaching a strange savage rhythm, 
Drawing by Jack Oar et, interrupted by chants of 

fe C “Have you seen a little girl?” 
bina? When I finally crawled into the sleeping bag, 

$Y (1 ae 2 (ae Frederick turned on some light. 
fora Hh ei Ak Ws oy een ae “Good Lord!” he asked, “What's happened to 
= pd Wb no Ai L KS ae, your jaw?” 
he pO Us (Sg “Jaw?” 

ae R= Ce a a ae He examined my face. “You're all black and 
<a Tee blue!” 

“Oh, that was a long time ago.” 
The police lights shining all over that barn, 

except up into the rafters, were still a vivid 
memory. 

“Would you like me to tell you about a little 
girl?” 

“Some other time.” ® 
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Wie happens to wildlife in the dead of 1 : 
winter? How do wild things survive or in q = 

adapt when temperatures plunge and snow covers : Ree ei ; . 
the land? ‘ . Set 7 ee 

Where do the various animals go and what do € x Waa 4 
. . . ae : bs y ie i 7 be: 

they do to stay alive during the long ‘‘pinch ie Rc . Rd a! : ashe a4 
eriod?”” / es 4 Se: a . Pe: ae a p Wildantmale : Wi ate : ~~ = iS ry ie, " F rs ’, 4 suse % 

ild animals prepare for winter in many ways. Sa Ns i, sa | ee 
With the first frosts, deer shed their cool summer F a % eee SRN cay! , Wee % ; {_ = ; = te TSS aS EN ATR SIN : Tia " : ; ‘Me coats and grow new ones with hollow hairs, like % x : Ss SS as be ee RRO 1 3 = as : \ 

: tubes sealed at the outer end. With this warm air es ee ie SS = RS VY 8 aN kc in Ri l 1} 
: 5 F 5 = fe 2S SSE SS SSS Bay ESPEN ’ : % 5 ie r 

blanket, deer need little more than the shelter of a 5 = .- RS SS SaaS pames mi ae A a { Ul Be 23 2 Se ee Se errs, age m } ‘ ve 
blowdown or a conifer tree to stay as warm as a z a: +o > Se SS SS Pee Be Smee) | | ie Sa "4 3 

toast ae ie ; ii =e toe = ee nL Tt eee! ‘a ‘ Fy rs 4 Rabbits walk on air in the winter as a result of ‘i ee a a fhe BL ee 4 > é fa ¥ s 
. _ s 9 Ss me = ee ln OE Gale Se ‘ 5 e > : the tough, springy hairs that grow between their ji : Sty Ts eee — ee =P & Dipgites ae Bi. = s te a 

toes in the fall. By late November, brer rabbit is : . eI eg ee ee Se Oo, A Me i Fy ee rr. oe 
<e 5 : : 2 x A pg to PP eo ee hy ek % , ‘ Lay 

off the ground by a fraction of an inch on a cush- sg See Pie se ~SS Po* 7. Wer SS & v . Ps a 
ion of hair and air. J Bs Es it EE ae 5s YT Mig? = : yl ri 

The ptarmigan grows feathers on its feet in th . pe pion fn gue SB es Ay Tepe Ne fv EET eee : __ The ptarmigan grows feathers on its feet in the 4 PA “he Oo Agee ge Be Bihan ] pa a er a * 
fall for winter warmth. The ptarmigan’s cousin, ; ee Bag bee NA bs Sp Me Hh MG INS % ae . ns : 

5 = S ee E 4 ae ss oS 4 Wp Baht IY 3 Se 3 Sa. 
the ruffed grouse, or partridge, begins to sprout EP ty Pe, Ge wn e Le See Fe 4 Bi M5 ral ae aN ' ae * A pat Me 
comb-like fingers on its toes in the fall. By winter- 4 G7 hg BES, eee ae GEE, ee Ms ght AN, rr 4 rine" re FY ed “¢ Zs 
time, the size of his foot area has been doubled 4 q Lou Gin, Vea g Ay Va Be hy Pe ey) ; Laat 3 ye ‘ cad t es eo 

and the old forest drummer can walk on the snow- 2 eg ge iy) Bi ph irs) maa is Bee. ihe ae, h [i's iN Se AN , 
drifts with ease. 4 py, Ys 4 ee / ih j ry ihe WAet 1 Gal A hgh it Ah ih \ ‘ Rabbits grow tough, Mice raise families under 

= : Sey 2 a Pie 3 V4, yi ET, Mig "y De RS TEE Bad A fur One AN GiG i springy hairs between their the snow in furry, ball-like 
Ruffed grouse, sharptail and prairie chickens a J4 Geil} bys 7 iby | ee. uh ii! { ey Ye abe! Bleek A 1 toes to raise their feet a nests % i } Pi (SAL th (i Laity LF an ae The ke Pie) ey EAS Ws solve the cold weather problem simply by flying " Ube iy i ap AT | Gy nie ie ey Hea AEN 3 oa Be eareniovaniinenot ine Photo by Greg Scott 

or burrowing into a snowdrift for the night. Rab- Od Me Mid MN) e ay, Wy PAIN . i ground in winter. 
bits use the same system. This method of staying _ Oa ee Ree Mt ' Pe AVN — 
warm is so good that the US Army has copied it ae wit - ; 
and teaches it in survival training to mountain ill moe 

warm and comfortable inside these leaf balls. from their quarters during mild periods. Female photos by Greg scott 
: The tough little flying squirrel uses hollow trees skunks prefer to stay put and let the males do the 

a or woodpecker holes for winter homes. Even at winter wandering. 
Ye Bole the Arctic Circle, flying squirrels don’t hibernate. Some bats migrate while others hibernate. The 

; / Vga Chipmunks differ from squirrels in that they hibernators prefer places with little temperature 

|_ Abii eA refer to spend the cold part of the winter in variation such as large caverns with small i FZ g 
LAT RD, hibernation. entrances. The weasel is active all winter and usu- 

0 \ dl hd Did you ever wonder how ducks keep their ally can be found in somewhat open areas in Fi 4984 V. N 1 ( HM : : Z ! : " January-February 1984 Volume 8, Number 
r re \ bf) (le ET Sie, small patches of open water from freezing during search of mice and other small animals. The wea- Riese ea Ne railnscouieee Is ice etal bi-mioninhy OUI RIGAlsineiNle 

‘ pe: pas Z 4 Vl 7) 5 . SS _ : 1 - 
i ee i aaa lie YY cold spells? They apply the simplest of water sel, which turns white in winter and whose fur is consin Department of Natural Resources, 101 S. Webster St., Madison, Wisconsin a buat é J le } Z i ¥ | : - F t : | 5 fs F ‘ 53702. The magazine is sustained through paid subscriptions. No tax monies or ser wa OR at aa “) ‘a eae MA fn laws. With their paddling feet, they rile up warm called ermine, has a voracious appetite because it license monies are used. 
ae “. tn As RO aay: pale (ex) liquid from the bottom of the pond to the top. j is so active, and will give any nearby mouse a Subscription tates aro: $6.97 per year, $11.97 for two years and $15.87 ton thres . t ee Tt Dee eae IS : as - : See years. Single copies $1.50. Notification of address changes must include mailing 
a | ie i AZ ” #8 Ducks use the openings mainly for food, but it hearty pursuit, even chasing it into water. {abel and new address, Allow six weeks, Send subscription information requests to: 
act | ees Y . vik SAP RAIN fe Ae me keeps their feet warm, too. When temperatures Most mice remain active all year, as do moles scenic leaslaneisbelpaial st madison, Wisconsin. H 
See «iT. : > Wg are below zero, they must move fast enough to and shrews. These tiny mammals occasionally run Permission is given to reprint with appropriate credit; however, authors, artists 

a a » A M "7 : 7 and photographers who are not DNR employees should be queried first. Contribu- 
aS. Sid aed aed keep the water at 38 or 39 degrees or it will soon about on top of the snow, but prefer grassy run- tions are welcome, but the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources assumes 

F ‘ee a 4 “FP, . . : s “ye no responsibility for loss or damage to unsolicited manuscripts or i rati ite- 
Le eae 4 a ‘s pee de ice. ways down under. Field mice even raise families ral. Viewpoints of authors do not necessarily represent the opinion or policies of 
‘7 , al de eek 4 . Some birds use the football huddle in reverse under the snow, bearing hairless young in furry aa sees ee a ot Aas 

‘ oh bet Sa Poa i ga for warmth and protection in winter. Bobwhite ball-like nests. DoDI AM SaOre pena |e Gioonibny peperment oh Nee 
= ~~ quail often will stamp out a depression in the Mink also are active all year, foraging along Chaltman collin Hecerte Se Diane 

s ; . |, snow and form a circle with tails in and heads fac- frozen stream banks and marshes. In some areas, —_Panigl ©. Trainer | Eee NaRNaI nee eee Denuty Secretary 
~~“ ing out. Then they settle down and each bird muskrats make up a high percentage of the mink’s _,,,¥!g2;Chaltman Linda Bochert 

Raccoon sleep away part troops and pilots who operate in cold, snowy — warms his neighbors with his body until the entire ¢ winter food. Mosinee! 
of the winter but venture climates. . circle is warm, | Woodchucks, ground squirrels, some bats and 
out during mild periods. Researchers have found that the temperature Fox prepare well for the winter. They have | jumping mice have got it made in the winter. They ; . 

in these snow burrows is 20 degrees “warmer” _ their best coats by November or December, when ; are Wisconsin’s only true hibernators, and sleep Falvey. Wollted Taylor 
than the air temperature outside the snow their tails are one-third as large around as their | the winter away. Keates eseulgibeeere isher Steffes 
burrow. : ne bodies. When the cold sets in, they curl up with As a true hibernator, the groundhog (wood- —_opy Coordinator e Dorothy Rymer 

Gray and fox squirrels prepare for winter by _ their tails draped across their noses and feet for | chuck) doesn’t even waste much energy in breath- Color Separations e Mitchell Colorgraphics 
building loose ball nests of dry leaves and twigs. | maximum warmth. | ing. His body temperature drops to 37 degrees _ Printing e Arandell-Schmidt Corporation 
When the snow flies they curl up and heat the still Bear, skunk, raccoon, badger and opossum } and his breathing is reduced to about one breath ISSN 0736-2277 
air around them with their bodies until they are sleep part of the winter away but will venture i per minute. How lazy can you get? a 
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